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Law School Board of Visitors
Celebrates 25 Years
The Board of Visitors' Silver Anniversary reception provided reunion opportunities for
Harry Baxter, former Dean Lindsey Cowen, and Oscar Smith.
Distinguished members of the state's
bench and bar, Law School alumni
and friends, a former Georgia gover-
nor and two former deans of The
University of Georgia School of
Law-along with a U.S. Supreme
Court Justice-celebrated the Silver
Anniversary of the establishment of
the Law School's Board of Visitors,
April 6.
The memorable reception and
dinner at the Conservatory of the
State Botanical Gardens of Georgia
was hosted by Dean Ron Ellington
and highlighted by an address by
former Governor Carl Sanders and
informal remarks by U.S. Supreme
Court Justice Antonin Scalia, who
had delivered the Sibley Lecture on
campus earlier that day.
"Gathered here tonight in this
room," said Ellington, "are people
who brought about this remarkable
story of success. This is an occasion
to mark the progress of the Law
School over the past 25 years and to
ask for your continued help.
"Our goal is to move the Law
School permanently into the front
ranks of the great law schools of this
country. To do that, we require both
state and private support. This Law
School has a rich and great tradi-
tion, and I'm convinced that with
the continued support of you here
tonight, its future will be equally
bright."
Among special guests who were
recognized at the Silver Anniversary
celebration were former chairman of
the University System Board of Re-
gents Jim Dunlap; former Law
School deans Lindsey Cowen and J.
Ralph Beaird; alumnus Judge Larry
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Edmondson; Mrs Francis Shackel-
ford; and two current members of
the Board of Regents, Barry Phillips
and John Robinson.
Also attending the celebration
were many former members of the
Law School's Board of Visitors in-
cluding Harry Baxter, the Board's
first chairman; Oscar Smith, Chief
Justice Tom Marshall, Ed Fortson,
Wilton B. Harrington, Judge Byron
Mathews, Felton Jenkins, Kenneth
Henson, Charles A. Kimbrell, Bob
Reinhart, Justice Harold Clarke,
Francis W. Allen, Attorney General
Mike Bowers, Orner Franklin, and
Jule Felton.
Current members of the Board of
Visitors who attended the celebration
included Judge Robert Benham,
Sen. Roy Barnes, Barbara Mayden,
and Donna Barwick. Law School
Association Council members in at-
tendance were Cliff Adams, Julius
Hulsey, Gary Blasingame, John
Noell, and Hoyt Whelchel.
Former Governor Carl E. Sanders,
a 1948 graduate of the School of
Law, addressed the group, reminisced
about the school's earlier years, of-
fered a positive appraisal of the
school's growth and challenged fel-
low alumni to even greater future
support.
Sanders was governor of Georgia
from 1963 to 1967; president of the
Law School Association, 1968-1969;
and was a member of the Law
School's Board of Visitors, 1976-
1978. He also was chairman of the
Law School Association membership
drive in 1967 and was a chairman
for the Talmadge Law School Devel-
opment Fund campaign which raised
three million dollars between 1977
and 1980.
The University of Georgia
Anniversary Remarks
Carl E. Sanders
During after-dinner remarks at
Board of Visitors Anniversary celebra-
tion, former Governor Sanders, a
1948 Law School alumnus, rem-
inisced about his early years in law
school and his continuing association
with the School of Law:
We were in a small building. We
had a small faculty. We had a small
library. I'm sure the law school was
operating on a small budget.
Bur I think it must be said for
those of us in that particular era,
that when we left the law school
and went back to Augusta-or, in
my case, to Atlanta-or, in the case
of some others, to Gainesville or
Cairo, or Macon, or Forsyth, and a
hundred other towns in Georgia-
we all left with big dreams.
We all left very proud to be
called a lawyer. And we all left con-
vinced that we could make a differ-
ence in those communities that we
returned to. We carried with us at
that particular time what might
have been more of a dose of inspira-
tion than a good legal education.
But it was the foundation upon
which the last quarter century of
quality legal education was built.
And we honor those tonight who
built that foundation. When I think
back to my days in the Governor's
office, I don't ever remember Jim
Dunlap coming right out and saying
to me, "We can change the state,
Governor, by changing the Law
School," but in retrospect if I think
about it, that was his general theme.
Every time we had a discussion
about a state budget, he was always
talking about the law school. And
you need to understand that I had
made him Chairman of the Board of
School of Law
Regents and that his jurisdiction and
his responsibility included every state
supported institution of higher edu-
cation, not just the University of
Georgia Law School.
I'm proud of Jim Dunlap's record
as a fair and impartial chairman of
the Board of Regents. And, after de-
nying it all these years, I'm now
going to acknowledge that there is
some truth in that rumor that Jim
Former Governor Carl Sanders and State
Attorney General Michael Bowers share a
moment at the reception.
felt like the Law School at the Uni-
versity of Georgia was first among
equals. He called me up one day
many years ago and said he had
someone he wanted me to see from
the faculty at the University of Vir-
ginia Law School. I said, "Fine,
bring him over." If my memory
doesn't fail me, he arrived, I think,
with Harry Baxter, and I think
maybe Bob Heard. But anyway, he
arrived with Lindsey Cowen who sits
right here in front of me. I listened
to Lindsey talk and that sort of
quick clipped Ohio accent that
Lindsey has, and Lindsey talked
about total excellence in legal educa-
tion. Lindsey was very excited about
the possibility of building a modern
building on The University of Geor-
gia campus, the law school building.
He was more excited about building
a modern law school. And he made
me and he made all of us feel very
excited about that possibility.
I know that many of you who are
here tonight realized, as I did, that
Lindsey Cowen, as the Dean of The
University of Georgia Law School,
was about to change this law school
in a permanent and a very positive
way. I say tonight with the confi-
dence of hindsight and with grati-
tude to Lindsey Cowen, that that's
exactly what happened to our law
school.
The Board of Visitors was created
to be a sounding board, to be an
advising board, and to be an anten-
na for Lindsey Cowen and then for
Neil Lawford, then for Ray Phillips,
and then for Ralph Beaird, and now
for Ron Ellington. And they provid-
ed the leadership, of course, from
the Dean's office.
Ralph Beaird led this law school
with great distinction and showed a
real understanding of how what a
valuable resource the Board of Visi-
tors can be to a law school. There
can't be any doubt in any of our
minds tonight that the Board of Vis-
itors and the constructive chemistry
between the Board and the Deans
and the members of the faculty have
been a very important ingredient in
the progress of this school.
I don't have to tell anybody here
that the pursuit of excellence in legal
education is a team concept: recruit-
ing, fund raising, external quality,
university politics, teaching, writ-
ing-that's just a short list of the
X's and the O's of the game plan
for a fine law school. Everyone who
has been a part of the Board of Vis-
itors should feel a great deal of
pride tonight in having had a role,
in what has taken place in our law
school.
What has taken place here is that
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Oscar Smith, Charles Kimbrell, and Carl Sanders at the Board of Visitors'
Anniversary reception.
this law school has moved from the
front ranks among law schools in
this region and to within striking
distance of the very front ranks of
law schools in this nation. I know
that here are some very objective
measures in order to determine how
progress is made in a law school and
how to compare one law school with
another law school. And I know that
when we normally look at those
measurements you think about test
scores, you think about Bar exam
results, you think about faculty cre-
dentials, you think about the size
and maybe the quality of the law li-
brary.
But my method of measurement
is a little different. And I'm inclined
to think that my method of meas-
urement is just about as reliable and
practical. I happen to manage a
150-lawyer law firm in Atlanta,
Georgia. I have the responsibility
every day to make sure that the
transactions that we handle in my
firm, the cases that we litigate, and
the advice that we give, justify the
fees that we collect from our clients.
(And, we hope that they will remain
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clients in the law firm.) I evaluate
lawyers in the old fashion way-by
the results that they obtain and by
what clients have to say about them.
I'm proud to say here that the
young men and women who come
out of The University of Georgia
Law School can compete successfully
today with young lawyers from any
law school in this country. That's a
great source of pride to me. To
those of you who also manage law
firms tonight, I hope you share my
assessment. And I hope it's a source
of pride for everyone here tonight
who's been a part of the Board of
Visitors for the past 25 years.
I'm going to close what I've got
to say tonight with what I think is a
very appropriate look back to one of
the early and very pleasant memo-
ries and one of the pleasant responsi-
bilities of the Board of Visitors of
the Law School: when they arranged
the dedication of our new law build-
ing 25-some odd years ago.
That was back in the fall of
1967, and our speaker was our
neighbor from Alabama, Justice Hu-
go Black. We had a ceremony right
out here in front of the law school
that some of you remember. It was a
perfect day, almost like today, in the
fall, except for the fact that we had
a bumper crop of acorns out there
on those oak trees in front of the
law school. As Justice Black spoke
that day, the podium was just pelted
with those acorns. They sounded
like they were the size of golf balls
as they came down. Justice Hugo
Black was 81 years old and he never
flinched from anyone of those
acorns.
I got the impression by listening
to him that day and watching him,
that he wouldn't have flinched that
day if they'd been stones that had
fallen. Because he knew and felt
that he had something important to
say in the South that he loved so
dearly. His hope for the New South
was intertwined with his faith in the
rule of law and in the role of the
lawyer. If you remember, Justice
Black talked about Senator Benja-
min Hill of Georgia, and he talked
about the speech that Benjamin Hill
had made right after the Civil War.
Justice Black said that speech
paid due respect to the memory of
the unfortunate war, in words that
he said were immortal, for the sons
and the grandsons, and the descen-
dants of Southern soldiers. And he
closed with these words I'll quote to
you tonight. I sincerely hope that
every student graduating from this
law school will leave here with those
stirring words written in his heart
and ready on his tongue. And he
said the words of Benjamin Hill:
"There was a South of slavery
and succession. That South is dead.
There is a South of union and free-
dom. That South, thank God, is liv-
ing and breathing and growing every
hour."
And I believe that Hugo Black
would be pleased tonight with your
stewardship of the facility that he
dedicated back in 1967.
The University of Georgia
Equal Justice Foundation
Funds Four Clerl<ships
EJF fellowship winners include (foreground, I-r) James Boeck and Charles Gernazian, (second
row, I-r) fellowship winner Jean Zeiler, EJF co-founder Jean Miller, EJF president Elaine
Newell, and fellowship winner Micheal Daley.
Four public interest organizations
that otherwise could not afford legal
representation will now have a law
student on staff this summer-free.
The students' salaries will be paid
from a scholarship fund financed en-
tirely by UGA law students in re-
sponse to a pledge drive by the Equal
Justice Foundation (EJF), a student
organization at the School of Law.
Jean Miller, who received her J.D.
in May, launched the Law School's
first student-funded scholarship pro-
gram last year. She was co-founder
of the Law School's EJF program
and served on the organization's
Board of Directors.
"Student-financed fellowships have
been around for years at some insti-
tutions, such as Yale Law School,
which started its program in 1974,"
Miller explained, "but the past few
years have seen a surge of interest, in
part because of the growing frustra-
tion of students who feel they can-
not afford to take public interest
jobs."
Miller said Law School Dean Ron
Ellington was instrumental to the
program's success by underwriting
the school's membership in the Na-
tional Association for Public Interest
Law, a national student-run organi-
zation with member groups on 43
campuses. Members of NAPIL
groups are typically asked to con-
tribute one percent of their summer
earnings or a day's pay to help fi-
nance grants for students interested
in public-interest jobs.
Last year, NAPIL groups nation-
wide raised about $600,000, which
supported some 300 jobs with legal-
services offices, civil rights groups,
and other non-profit legal organiza-
tions, according to NAPIL executive
School of Law
director Michael Caudell-Feagan. He
added "without summer grants,
hundreds of students would not be
able to take a job in areas that in-
terest them."
More than $8,500 in pledges was
collected fall semester from law stu-
dents here. The four law students
selected to receive the 1989 summer
fellowships were named this spring,
a highlight of EJF's second annual
pledge drive, April 10-14, which
raised money to support summer
1990 scholarships.
Jean Zeiler, a second-year law stu-
dent from Atlanta, will research hu-
man rights and capital punishment
issues in Amnesty International's At-
lanta office. Second-year student Mi-
chael J. Daley, from Berkeley,
California, will represent the poor
and minorities before regulatory
commissions while working for the
Center for Public Interest Law in
San Francisco.
Charles J. Gernazian, a first-year
student from Atlanta, will assist in
political asylum and immigration
cases at the offices of Catholic Social
Services in Atlanta. Third-year stu-
dent James M. Boeck from Falls
Church, Va., will work with the Le-
gal Environmental Assistance Foun-
dation in Athens on hazardous waste
and groundwater problems for low
income communities.
Equal Justice Foundation officers
at the Law School, in addition to
Miller, include Board member Gerry
Weber; Elaine Newell, president;
Andrew Chamberlin, vice-president;
John Sumner and Missy Lunsford,
secretaries; and Jan Jenkins, treasurer.
For more information about the
Equal Justice Foundation, contact
EJF, School of Law, University of
Georgia, Athens, Ga. 30602.
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Alan Watson First to Hold
Ernest E Rogers Professorship
William Alexander Jardine Watson,
one of the world's leading scholars in
comparative law and legal history,
will join the law faculty at The Uni-
versity of Georgia in August as the
school's first Ernest P. Rogers Profes-
sor of Law.
"Alan Watson is one of the fore-
most legal scholars in the world,"
said Law School Dean C. Ronald
Ellington. "We were enormously
pleased that a scholar of Professor
Watson's marvelous gifts has chosen
to pursue his distinguished academic
career at Georgia."
"Our students will benefit greatly
from Watson's range and command
of legal history, legal philosophy, and
civil law," Ellington said. Watson
will teach a first-year Property class
at the Law School fall semester as
well as electives offering historical
and comparative perspectives on law
and legal institutions.
"Alan Watson brings more than
just impressive credentials," said El-
lington. "He is an active scholar
who is presently at work on an arti-
cle on the transformation of Ameri-
can property law and three books,
the first of which will offer a com-
parative account of the development
of the Roman Law and English Law
systems.
"Everyone on our faculty can find
in his or her own work a place
where it intersects with Watson's. I
think he will be a wonderful addi-
tion."
Watson, currently University Pro-
fessor of Law and Director of the
Center for Advanced Studies in Le-
gal History at the University of
Pennsylvania, has written 24 books
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and 80 articles on Roman law, legal
history, legal philosophy and civil
law and has held numerous visiting
professorships and lectureships.
"Alan is the world's leading prac-
titioner in the field of comparative
legal history," said University of
Georgia Press Director Malcolm L.
Call, Watson's colleague when Call
was associate director of the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania Press. "He is an
expert in Roman law and Classics
and is unsurpassed in demonstrating
the relative influence of the Roman
law codes on the legal systems
throughout the Western world," he
said. Call was colleague and editor
to Watson when the University of
Pennsylvania Press published Wat-
son's Sources of Law, Legal Change
and Legal Ambiguity in 1984 and
his four-volume translation of the
epic Digest of Justinian in 1985.
Watson's latest book, Slave Law
in the Americas, will be published
by The University of Georgia Press
in early 1990. The University of
Pennsylvania Press recently published
Failures of the Legal Imagination, a
compilation of the Julius Rosenthal
Lectures Watson delivered at North-
western University Law School in
October 1987.
A native of Hamilton, Scotland,
Watson, 55, holds seven earned de-
grees, including a law degree from
the University Glasgow, a doctor of
laws from the University of Edin-
burgh, and bachelor's, master's, and
doctor of philosophy degrees from
Oxford University.
Watson began his career in legal
education in 1957 as Lecturer at
Wadham College, Oxford. In 1959,
he was named Fellow and Head of
the Law Department, Oriel College,
Oxford, a position he held until
1965 when he became Douglas Pro-
fessor of Civil Law at the University
of Glasgow. Three years later, he be-
came Professor of Civil Law at the
University of Edinburgh.
In 1980, he joined the faculty of
the University of Pennsylvania as
Professor of Law and Classical Stud-
ies. He became Director of the Cen-
ter for Advanced Studies in Legal
History the same year. Named the
Nicholas F. Gallicchio Professor of
Law in 1984, Watson was appoint-
ed University Professor of Law at
Penn in 1986.
The University of Georgia
The Ossabaw Prize
New Award Honors Relationship
Between Law, Arts, and Environment
The Ossabaw Prize, newly-created
by the School of Law, will celebrate
an alliance even older than the
moss-draped oaks of Georgia's an-
cie·nt barrier islands: that between
the arts and the environment.
The Ossabaw Prize was estab-
lished this year to honor the environ-
mental and cultural contributions
made by Eleanor Torrey West,
known regionally as "the Queen of
Ossabaw Island." Mrs. West's par-
ents bought the island, 20 miles
south of Savannah, in 1924, but it
was "Sandy" West who saved the
fragile environment of Ossabaw by
creating a protected retreat for the
writers, artists, sculptors, and philos-
ophers who come there to work each
year.
Dean C. Ronald Ellington an-
nounced the establishment of The
Ossabaw Prize during Law Day
The Ernest E Rogers
Professorship
Schoolof Law
1989 ceremonies in April. The prize,
to be awarded for the first time next
year, will recognize the law student
who has demonstrated outstanding
achievement in legal activities relat-
ing to the arts and the environment.
"Friends and admirers of 'Sandy'
West sought an appropriate way to
honor the significant contribution she
has made to the environmental and
cultural life in our state," Ellington
said. "She incorporated the Ossabaw
Foundation in 1961 to protect the
island and keep it wild and to make
it available for education, research
and specialized public use.
"Mrs. West had the vision to see
that a place can rekindle our sense
of wonder," he said. "She established
the Ossabaw Island Project, a center
where recommended people 'of crea-
tive thought and putpose in the arts,
sciences, industry, education, and re-
ligion' could come for a few weeks
The Ernest P. Rogers Professorship
honors a man colleagues have de-
scribed as the "quintessential lawyer,"
Ernest Paul ("Jelly") Rogers, a 1926
graduate of the School of Law at The
University of Georgia. The professor-
ship was established in 1986 with a
$300,000 initial endowment from the
Rogersfamily.
Rogers, who died in 1985, was
born in 1903 in Milton County, now
part of Fulton County. He played
football at The University of Georgia
and earned his law degree here in
1926. He was on the legal staff of
the Coca-Cola Co. before joining the
Atlanta law firm of Kilpatrick, Cody,
Rogers, McClatchey and Regenstein
to pursue their work or study with-..out lllterruptlOn.
"Then, in 1978, Sandy and her
brothers' heirs sold Ossabaw to The
State of Georgia for $8 million, half
the island's appraised value. In so
doing, they made an $8 million do-
nation to the people of this state.
"Under the terms of the sale, the
governor of Georgia declared Ossa-
baw Georgia's First Heritage Pre-
serve, to be used solely for natural,
scientific, and cultural study, research
and education, and environmentally
sound preservation," he said.
"The Ossabaw Prize will pay trib-
ute to Mrs. West's significant contri-
butions that have made our lives
richer," Ellington said, "and it will
serve to encourage others to think
creatively and to further the relation-
ship between the arts and environ-
ment through law."
(now Kilpatrick and Cody) in 1935.
President of Scripto, Inc. during
World war II, Rogers was a senior
partner in the law firm until his re-
tirement in 1974.
One of the most respected practi-
tioners in the South in the field of in-
tellectual property and unfair trade,
Rogers was responsiblefor the protec-
tion of the Coca-Cola trademark. "He
was regarded as one of the nation's
outstanding intellectual property and
trial lawyers and was extensively in-
volved in landmark unfair competition
litigation," Barry Phillips, a member
of the Kilpatrick and Cody law firm,
remarked when the professorship was
established three years ago.
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Sir Crispin Ticl(ell:
Lasting Middle East Peace May Not Be Possible
Career British diplomat Sir Crispin
Tickell, who delivered Law School's
winter John A. Sibley Lecture, Feb-
ruary 2, 1989, warned that a lasting
peace in the Middle East may never
be achieved because of the inherent
religious, cultural, and sociological
differences in the region.
Tickell, the British ambassador to
the United Nations, said the best
that may be hoped for is that specif-
ic disputes between nations can be
resolved until Arabs and Jews "learn
to live and let live." "I know it's
part of the American way of life to
believe that you isolate a problem
and solve it," Tickell said, "but in
international politics ...you find ar-
rangements rather than final solu-
tions. There is no final solution. In
(attempting) a solution you can
make a living arrangement, but to
live and let live are far more diffi-
cult."
Tickell, 68, said the Middle East
is among a handful of "cultural
faultlines," where conflict between
different dans has existed for centu-
ries and cannot be solved by a single
agreement or treaty.
Although long-range solutions
may not be feasible, Tickell said the
U.N. Security Council has made
enormous progress in the past year
in resolving conflicts between govern-
ments, pointing out the Soviet with-
drawal of troops from Afghanistan,
the end of "eight years of misery" in
the Iraq-Iran war and an agreement
for South Africa and Cuba to re-
move their troops from South Africa.
Tickell has been the United King-
dom's permanent representative to
the United Nations since 1987. A
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member of the British Foreign Ser-
vice for 33 years, he has served in a
variety of political, economic, and
defense posts around the world.
Tickell is a 1952 graduate of
Christ Church, Oxford, where he
took First Class Honours in Modern
History. He was named a Knight
Commander of the Royal Victorian
Order (KCVO) in 1983. This year,
he was made a Knight Grand Cross
of the Order of St. Michael and St.
George (GCMG).
The John A. Sibley Lecture Series
at the School of Law was established
in 1964 by the Charles Loridans
Foundation of Atlanta to bring out-
standing legal scholars of national
reputation to The University of
Georgia. The series honors the late
John A. Sibley, a 1911 graduate of
the law school, who served many
years as honorary chairman of the
board of the Trust Company of
Georgia.
The University of Georgia
Martha Minow
Presents 1989 House Lecture
Martha Minow, 1989 Edith House Lecturer (center front) with members of WLSA.
Harvard law professor and feminist
legal scholar Martha 1. Minow pre-
sented the Law School's 1989 Edith
House Lecture, titled "Diversity,"
March 16.
Her visit was sponsored by the
Law School's Women Law Student
Association. WLSA representatives
hosted a luncheon for Professor Mi-
now at the Serpentine Inn in Athens
prior to her 3:30 p.m. lecture in the
Law School Auditorium.
Professor Minow's areas of re-
search and scholarship are diverse,
ranging from civil procedure, family
law and feminist jurisprudence to
critical legal studies and law as liter-
ature.
Her latest book, Making All the
Difference: A Feminist Approach to
Legal Problems of Difference, is forth-
coming from Cornell University
Press. She has also written numerous
articles for law reviews and journals,
including "Justice Endangered," the
foreword to the Harvard Law Re-
view's analysis of the 1986 Supreme
Court term.
Minow graduated magna cum
laude the University of Michigan in
1975 and received an Ed.M. from
the Harvard Graduate School of Ed-
ucation in 1976. She earned a J.D.
from Yale Law School in 1979,
where she served as Article and
Book Review Editor of the Yale
Law Journal.
Following law school, Minow
served as a law clerk to Judge Dav-
id Baze1ton of the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit. She clerked for Justice
Thurgood Marshall of the U.S. Su-
preme Court in 1980 and joined the
Harvard law faculty in 1981.
School of Law
The Edith House Lecture Series,
sponsored annually by the Women
Law Student Association, is named
for one of the first female graduates
of the u.Ga. law school. A native of
Winder, the late Ms. House was (0-
valedictorian of the law class of
192 5, the first law school class to
graduate women.
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Justice Scalia makes a point at an informal reception with Law School faculty before the Sibley Lecrure.
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Justice Antonin Scalia:
Nation's Highest Court Powerless to Halt Sustained Change
u.s. Supreme Court Associate Jus-
tice Antonin Scalia delivered the Law
School's spring semester Sibley Lec-
ture and warned that the nation's
high-profile war on drugs and its
parallel enthusiasm for drug testing
has led to temporary misinterpreta-
tion of Fourth Amendment rights
under the Constitution.
Scalia, speaking to an overflow
crowd of more than 850 at the uni-
versity's Fine Arts Auditorium, April
6, said the Supreme Court can with-
stand the "distortion of original un-
derstanding produced by the
temporary excess of one brief era"
but cannot stand against a "deep
and sustained departure from this
nation's tradition."
He cautioned that if society main-
tains its willingness to forfeit privacy
for drug testing, that loss of privacy
may become law and enforced by
the nation's judiciary.
"If society continues to feel that
way about intrusions upon privacy-
that it's no big deal to have to sub-
ject yourself to urinalysis-you're
going to have judges on the court
who all feel that way because they're
plucked out of the same society," he
said.
"The reason for that is quite sim-
ple," he said. "It's not that existing
members of the court yield to public
pressure or the desire to be loved in
the press or anything like that.
"To the contrary, the reason is
simply that the judges of the court
are not dispatched from Mars but
are drawn ultimately, over the long
term, from the same society that
shares that new understanding. So, if
an understanding persists long
enough, for better or worse, it will
prevail."
School of Law
In his formal remarks, titled "Re-
flections on the Constitution," Scalia
compared the U.S. Constitution to
its modern Soviet counterpart and
said a bill of rights has value only if
the other part of a constitution,
which constitutes the organs of gov-
ernment, preserves the liberties ex-
pressed in its bill of rights.
"Our Constitution will endure only
to the extent it endures in your under-
standing and affection," he said.
Justice Scalia, who was appointed
to the Supreme Court in 1986 by
President Ronald Reagan, is a long-
time advocate of judicial restraint
and is one of the court's more con-
servative members.
Scalia's visit to the School of Law
highlighted a significant time in the
law school's history, according to
Dean C. Ronald. Ellington. "Justice
Scalia's visit also marks the silver an-
niversary of the establishment of the
Law School's Board of Visitors," he
said. "It is a great way to celebrate
the accomplishments of the past 25
years to host a visit by a sitting J us-
tice on the nation's highest court."
Scalia is an undergraduate alum-
nus of Georgetown University and
the University of Fribourg in Switz-
erland, received his LL.B. in 1960
from Harvard University, where he
served as Note Editor of the Har-
vard Law Review and was named a
Sheldon Fellow. Justice Scalia's ser-
vice as a judge in the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia
began in August 1982, following his
nomination to the post by President
Reagan.
His career of government service
includes three years of service as the
Justice Department's assistant attor-
ney general for the Office of Legal
Counsel 0974-1977), prior to
which he served as chairman of the
Administrative Conference of the
United States and as general counsel
in the Executive Office of the Presi-
dent's Office of Telecommunications
Policy.
Justice Scalia's Supreme Court
nomination was also preceded by a
prominent teaching career, including
associations with a number of aca-
demic and legal institutions includ-
ing the University of Virginia, the
American Enterprise Institute,
Georgetown University, the Universi-
ty of Chicago, and Stanford Univer-
sity. Before teaching, Justice Scalia
was in private practice, associated
with the Cleveland, Ohio, firm of
Jones, Day, Cockley and Reavis from
1961 to 1967.
The John A. Sibley Lecture Series
was established in 1964 by the
Charles Loridans Foundation of At-
lanta to bring to the School of Law
outstanding legal scholars of national
reputation. The series honors the late
John A. Sibley, a 1911 law graduate
of The University of Georgia, who
served many years as honorary chair-
man of the Trust Company of
Georgia.
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MacCrate Address I(eynotes April Celebration
Robert MacCrate, immediate past
president of the American Bar Asso-
ciation and keynote speaker for the
Law Day 1989 observance at the Law
School, April 22, cautioned that
lawyers' "preoccupation with the
bottom line" risks a loss of profes-
sional identity.
MacCrate outlined what he saw as
the good and the bad in law in the
United States over the past 35 years,
a period marked by "profound
change" in law and society. "The in-
terests of justice and of society must
stand ahead of the personal econom-
ic interests of lawyers if we are to be
true to our heritage," he said.
Speaking from the national 1989
Law Day theme of "Access to Jus-
tice," MacCrate said that one hand,
access to justice has been widened
through the successes of the civil
rights movement, the environmental
movement, and recent Supreme
Court decisions holding the legal
profession responsible for proper
administration of the law.
He warned, however, of a devel-
oping, troubling trend. "With re-
straints loosened on the marketing of
legal services, law firms of all sizes
increasingly viewed themselves as
businesses to be run for the greatest
profit, with a growing subordination
of the public nature of the lawyers'
calling," he said.
MacCrate, a senior parmer in the
New York City law firm of Sullivan
and Cromwell, was president of the
350,000-member American Bar As-
sociation, 1987-1988, the world's
largest voluntary professional associa-
tion. He is a graduate of Harvard
Law School and has served in a vari-
ety of legal service positions.
He was arbitrator with the Amer-
ican Arbitration Association, a refer-
ee for the New York State Judicial
Conduct Commission, counsel to the
New York State Court on the Judi-
ciary, and was special counsel to the
U.S. Army for the investigation of
the My Lai Incident in 1969-1970.
Law Day at the School of Law
coincides each year with the school's
alumni weekend, highlighted by the
presentation of Distinguished Service
Scroll Awards, announcement of stu-
dent and faculty teaching awards,
mock trial and moot court competi-
tions, meetings of law school alumni
groups and social events.
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Dean Rusk Sworn In
To Georgia Bar
Former Secretary of State Dean
Rusk was admitted to the State Bar
of Georgia in April, 19 years after
leaving the State Department to re-
turn to Athens and the life of a uni-
versity law professor.
Georgia Supreme Court Justice
Harold G. Clarke administered the
State Bar Oath to Rusk, 80, in a...surpnse sweanng-m ceremony as
part of the Law Day 1989 observ-
ance at the School of Law.
Rusk, now professor emeritus of
The University of Georgia
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Distinguished Service Awards Honor
Facult~ Alumni, and Friends
1989 Alumni Distinguished Service Award ceremony participants, honorees, and presenters
included (I-r) Cliff Adams, president, Law School Association; C. Ronald Ellington, dean;
award recipients Verner F. Chaffin, Virginia and Ed Killorin; presenter Perry Sentell; award
recipient Gwen Wood; and J. Ralph Beaird, presenter.
international law, raised his right
hand and swore to "truly and hon-
estly, justly and uprightly" demean
himself "in accordance to the laws as
an attorney, counselor and solicitor"
and to "support and defend the
Constitution of the United States of
America and the Constitution of the
State of Georgia."
After the Georgia Supreme Court
met at the Law School in February,
Dean Ron Ellington asked the Court
to consider admitting Rusk to the
Bar as tribute to Rusk's 80th birth-
day and in recognition of his signifi-
cant contributions to international
law as well as legal education.
"Mr. Dean Rusk has demonstrat-
ed," Ellington wrote to Georgia Su-
preme Court Chief Justice Thomas
O. Marshall in March, "that he pos-
sesses all the qualifications necessary
for the Court to find him worthy of
membership in our Bar."
"Last year," Ellington explained,
"Professor Rusk was awarded the
Juris Doctor degree from the Uni-
versity of California-Berkeley. It was
an earned degree, not an honorary
one," he added.
Rusk, a native of Cherokee Coun-
ty, a graduate of Davison College
and a former Rhodes Scholar, stud-
ied law at Berkeley before withdraw-
ing from law school before his final
year to join the military at the start
of World War II.
"Rusk's formal legal studies were
interrupted by a career of distin-
guished service to his country in the
State Department and to the public
as head of the Rockefeller Founda-
tion," Ellington noted.
"In light of the unique attain-
ments of Mr. Rusk, it is fitting and
appropriate that he be admitted to
the State Bar of Georgia." The
Court swiftly agreed.
School of Law
Although presentation of the Distin-
guished Service Awards have been a
highlight of annual Law Day activi-
ties for more than 30 years, the
1989 awards ceremony was high-
lighted by two significant "firsts"-
the first time a husband and wife
were honored simultaneously and al-
so the first year the name of an
awardee was secret until presentation
ceremonies began ..
Advance Law Day notices an-
nounced that retiring veteran profes-
sor Verner Chaffin and the alumni
husband-and-wife team of Ed and
Virginia Killorin were to be honored,
but Gwen Wood-who has orga-
nized Law Day activities for more
than 16 years-was totally surprised
to learn that day she would receive
the award as well.
The tradition of recognizing out-
standing alumni began in 1955, but
was formalized in 1969 by former
Governor Carl E. Sanders, then Law
School Association president.
Verner F. Chaffin. Professor R.
Perry Sentell, who presented the
Distinguished Service Award to col-
league Verner Chaffin, entertained
the presentation luncheon audience
with witty, but thoughtful, remarks
on Chaffin's 30-year career at the
UGA law school. Noting that
awards ceremonies traditionally focus
on what the awardee has done, Sen-
tell instead stressed four things Chaf-
fin has never done.
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"First, he has never left academe,"
Sentell said of Chaffin's 42-year
teaching career. "Indeed, given the
practical nature of his specialties,
and given his innate ability to reach
people, it awesome to contemplate
the billions and billions of billable
hours lost to the profession."
"Second, Dr. Chaffin has never
wavered in his devotion to Georgia.
The third thing Dr. Chaffin has nev-
er done is compromise his standards.
And finally, and perhaps most im-
portantly, Dr. Chaffin has never lost
his 'human touch.'
"So, for the four things you have
never done," Sentell concluded, "we
are grateful: for the Chaffin legend
and legacy at the law school, preem-
inent classroom teacher, legal scholar
of the first order, and human being
par excellence. It is no wonder that
for generations of lawyers throughout
this state and nation, Vemer Chaffin
is the University of Georgia Law
School."
Chaffin, 70, the Fuller E. Calla-
way Professor of Law at UGA since
1969, retired from active teaching at
the end of the 1988-89 academic
year. The Toccoa, Ga., native re-
ceived his undergraduate and law
degrees from The University of
Georgia and earned the ].S.D. from
Yale University Law School in 1961.
He has been secretary of the Law
School Association since 1965 and is
permanent chief organizer for peri-
odic reunions of the Class of 1942,
the class which holds the record for
the most reunions over a 47 -year pe-
riod.
A U.S. Navy veteran, Chaffin was
an attorney with the U.S. Depart-
ment of Justice in Washington,
D.C., following World War II. In
1947 he joined the law faculty at
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the University of Alabama and
taught there 11 years. Chaffin joined
the UGA law faculty in 1958 as
professor of law and became the
Fuller E. Callaway Professor of Law
in 1969.
An expert in estate planning and
taxation, is the author of several
books and innumerable articles.
Ed and Virginia Killorin. Two
partners of Atlanta's civil law and
trial practice firm of Killorin & Kil-
lorin, Ed and Virginia Killorin,
1957 graduates of the Law School,
were presented their Distinguished
Service Awards by Decatur attorney
and fellow alumnus Marvin Zion.
"Virginia Ware Killorin," Zion re-
minisced, "was a pioneer. When Vir-
ginia came to The University of
Georgia, women became teachers
and nurses, not lawyers. There were
many obstacles thrown in Virginia's
path.
"Virginia not only attended,"
Zion continued, "but she thrived
and did extremely well, winning the
esteem of her fellow classmates and
the faculty. Virginia was president of
the Senior Class and graduated
Number Two in her class.
"Guess who graduated Number
One? Ed, of course!"
Zion prefaced his remarks about
Ed Killorin by simply stating, "Ed is
a member of every legal organization
known to man." He has chaired
many committees and held numer-
ous offices in these legal organiza-
tions. He has served the profession
as teacher of many CLE courses and
as an adjunct professor at Georgia
State Law School.
Robert Ware Killorin, the couple's
oldest son and a 1983 graduate of
the Law School, Zion noted, prac-
tices law with his parents. "I under-
stand there lively debates are held as
to who is the first Killorin in Killor-
in & Killorin."
Savannah native Ed Killorin is an
alumnus of Spring Hill College in
Mobile, Ala., and is a magna cum
Laude Law School graduate. Virginia,
from Hogansville, is a cum Laude
graduate. Ed and Virginia are mem-
bers of the UGA President's Club,
Ed served as president of the Law
School Association, 1986-87, and
both are class representatives in the
Law School's Annual Fund Cam-
paIgn.
Gwen Yawn Wood. The sur-
prise Distinguished Service Award to
Gwen Wood was made by former
Law School Dean J. Ralph Beaird,
who first brought Gwen on staff at
the Law School in 1972.
Their first meeting, Beaird ex-
plained, was at an October pre-game
luncheon at the President's Home
that year with members of the of
the Young Alumni Council. At the
time, Beaird was searching for a
person to oversee the Law School's
placement office and fledgling alum-
ni program.
"Standing just behind me in the
buffet line," Beaird said, "was a
fresh faced, vibrant, enthusiastic, red
haired young woman named Gwen
Yawn, who had graduated the year
before from journalism school with
honors. She told me that she was
currently working at Georgia State
in the public information office."
The rest, as they say, is history.
Gwen joined the Law School staff
the next month, and during her
years here has worked in virtually
every area of the school's administra-
tion-placement, alumni programs,
development, public relations, special
events, and publications.
She announced this spring that
she will leave her post at the Law
The University of Georgia
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Dean Ron Ellington presents the MacDougald Memorial Award to Anne Dupre during Law
Day ceremonies.
Academic Awards Presented on Law Day
School at the end of the 88-89 aca-
demic year to pursue other endeav-
ors in the fields of public adminis-
tration and land use planning. She
will relocate in Augusta, where her
husband, Barry, will be Public Af-
fairs Officer for the National Science
Center Foundation there.
During Dean Beaird's 13-year
administration and during Ron El-
lington's first two years as dean,
Mrs. Wood has been responsible for
the records of the school's 4,000 +
alumni, directed the annual cam-
paign for the Law School Fund, and
prepared and administered the
budget for all private funds used in
support of law school education pro-
grams.
Beaird concluded, "Gwen Wood's
enthusiasm, dedication, and devotion
have been major factors in the
growth and development of this law
school...it would be difficult to over-
state the contribution Gwen has
made to the success of this law
school.
A native of Savannah, Mrs. Wood
holds an A.B.]. magna eum laude
and an M.A. in journalism from
The University of Georgia. She also
received a Doctorate in Public
Administration from UGA in June.
She is a member of Phi Beta Kap-
pa, Phi Kappa Phi, and the Ameri-
can Society for Public
Administration.
In 1979, the Journal of Jurime-
tries published her master's thesis ti-
ded "Toward Fair Trial and Free
Press: An Attitude Survey of Judges,
District Attorneys, Defense Attor-
neys, and Newspaper Court Report-
ers in Georgia" in 1979, evidence of
her professional and personal skills
in communication, law, and adminis-
tratlon.
School of Law
Student and faculty awards for the
1988-89 academic year were pre-
sented at Law Day ceremonies, April
22. Following is a listing of award
recipients announced by Dean Ron
Ellington.
The Jessie and Dan MacDougald
Memorial Award to the First Honor
Graduate of the Class of
1988 ....Anne P. Dupre
The Issac Meinhard Memorial
Award to the person who has main-
tained the highest academic average
throughout three years of law
school.. ..Anne P. Dupre
The Class of 1933 Award for ex-
cellence in the study of torts (highest
average in each of the three sections
of the 1987-88 tortS class) ....Craig
BertSchi, Deborah Bitd, Robert
McCullers
The Georgia Municipal Associa-
tion Award for excellence in the
study of the law of Municipal Cor-
porations ....Jeffrey R. Mehaffey
The Donald P. Gilmore, Jr.
Memorial Award for excellence in
the study of labor law.... Lisa Godbey
The National Association and the
Georgia Association of Women Law-
yers Award for Ourstanding Woman
Law Student ....Jean Miller
Student Bar Association's Faculty
Book Award for excellence in teach-
ing ... ,Julian B. McDonnell
Student Bar Association and the
Younger Lawyer's Section (State Bar
of Georgia) award for performance
in incorporating the principles of le-




Fowler: Respect for Law Strong in U.S.,
Lawyers Must Earn Respect
u.s. Senator Wyche Fowler, Jr., not-
ed during a Commencement address
to the 196 members of the Law
School's 1989 graduating class and
their families that there has always
been a respect for the law in this
country, but not always respect for
lawyers.
"Respect for the law holds strong-
ly, even at the highest levels of pres-
tige and power," he said, "but
respect for the law and respect for
lawyers are two different things.
"There is no guarantee other than
your conduct as professionals that re-
spect for lawyers will be maintained
or enhanced."
Fowler, the keynote speaker at the
May 13 commencement ceremonies,
stressed the need for all leaders, es-
pecially new law school graduates, to
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uphold the American principles of
conduct. "Our Constitution has re-
mained intact while other countries
with similar constitutions have fall-
en," he said.
"As Thomas Jefferson wrote 200
years ago, we have certain unaliena-
ble rights. In order for our form of
government to work, we have to re-
spect the rights and freedoms of our
people. In our society, you will ob-
tain only the respect you earn."
Fowler said the country cannot
survive if its laws are not respected.
"What is needed cannot be legislat-
ed by Congress. It cannot be decid-
ed by the courts.
"Our laws cannot save us from
ourselves," he said. "Greed has tar-
nished our profession. I believe you
will work to remove this blemish,"
he challenged the graduates.
Fowler, a member of the powerful
Senate Appropriations Committee,
served 10 years in the U.S. House
of Representatives from Georgia's
5th District before his election to the
Senate in 1986.
In the 10 1st Congress, Fowler
was named to the Senate Appropria-
tions Committee, which oversees the
allocation of federal funds to govern-
ment departments, agencies, pro-
grams, and projects. He also serves
on the Senate Budget Committee
and the Committee on Agriculture,
Nutrition and Forestry.
A seventh-generation Georgian,
Fowler attended public schools and
graduated from Davidson College in
1962. Following infantry training at
Ft. Benning, Ga., he served as a
U.S. Army intelligence officer. Fowler
was Chief of Staff for Georgia Con-
gressman Charles Welmer in Wash-
ington, D.C., before entering Emory
University, where he received a law
degree in 1969.
In 1977, Fowler was first elected
to the U.S. House of Representatives
where he served until his election to
the U.S. Senate.
Honorary marshals for the gradu-
ation procession, chosen by the grad-
uating class, were Verner F. Chaffin,
Fuller E. Callaway Professor of Law;
and Ronald 1. Carlson, John Byrd
Martin Professor of Law. Gabriel M.
Wilner, Kirbo Professor of Law and
Director of the Graduate Legal
Studies Program, presented the 19
candidates for the Master of Laws
(L1.M.) degree who received their
degrees at the June 17 general uni-
versity graduation.
The University of Georgia
COMMENCEMENT
Commencement 1989 highlights (from left, top row): Linda Kay Thompson, Class of 1989 vice president; graduate Kiz Adams with son Tyler,
3, and daughter Ashley, 11 months; Korean graduate Chang-Sop Chong and his young son; (from left, lower row) Scott Brown earned a J.D.





Scott Brown has defied many odds
in his 24 years. Diagnosed at age
five with muscular dystrophy and
not expected to live past age 16, his
many successes have been hard
fought. However, one of his greatest
achievements-his graduation from
the School of Law, May 13-was
celebrated not only by his family,
but by the entire Class of 1989.
Russell Vineyard, who spoke on
behalf of the graduating class, said,
"Scott has proven an inspiration to
his law school classmates. He has
School of Law
taught us to cherish the precious gift
of life, not to take our many bless-
ings for granted, and how to face
challenges with a cheerful spirit.
"He's exhibited tremendous per-
sonal courage," Vineyard concluded.
Vineyard then announced formation
of the Scott Brown Scholarship Fund
to assist future handicapped law stu-
dents. Initial contributions from
Brown's fellow classmates and facul-
ty amount to more than $3,200.
Brown, who had been unaware of
scholarship fund in his honor, ma-
neuvered his wheelchair to face a
standing ovation and offered emo-
tional thanks to the law school com-
munity. ''I'd like for y'all to remember
me as someone who loved God, his
country, his family, his friends, and
who loves The University of Geor-
gia," he said.
A 1986 magna cum laude gradu-
ate of The University of Georgia,
Brown will now study for the State
Bar Examination and hopes to work
in criminal law or in a position spe-
cializing in advocacy for the handi-
capped.
"I know I have a deadly disease,"
Brown says, "but the Lord isn't fin-
ished with me yet."
Contributions may be mailed to
the School of Law, payable to the
"Law School Fund" and designated
for the Scott Brown Scholarship.
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These law students will clerk for British firms this summer.
1989 England Clerkship
Program Largest Ever
Ten law firms in the United Kingdom
will employ 14 first-year law students
as "articled clerks" this summer, the
largest group ever in the program's his-
tory. The students and British firms that
have hired them will take part in the
annual England Summer Clerkship Pro-
gram sponsored by the Law School.
"The England Summer Clerkship
Program at UGA is the largest pro-
gram of its type between the United
States and Britain," said Legal Career
Services Director Jill Birch, who estab-
lished the program in 1983. "It grows
larger every year as greater numbers of
British firms ask to participate and hire
more of our students."
"Our England Summer Clerkship
program differs from some other sum-
mer programs for students," Birch said,
because law students do not earn any
academic credit for their work abroad,
but are employed by a British firm un-
der the same conditions that would ap-
ply to summer clerkships in a law firm
in Athens or Atlanta.
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"Our program also concentrates our
student employment in one foreign
country rather than placing many stu-
dents, singly, in numerous foreign coun-
tries," she said, comparing the UGA
program with a similar international
student placement program at Harvard
University Law School.
"The England Summer Clerkship
Program gives British solicitors and out-
standing Georgia law students the
chance to exchange information and
ideas regarding the practice of law in
England and the U.S.," Birch ex-
plained.
"Many of our law students will join
law firms which handle transactions be-
tween businesses in the United King-
dom and the United States," she
continued, "and through this program
they can gain a better understanding of
the similarities and differences between
the British and American legal systems
as well as the cultural differences that
may exist."
This summer, three firms that have
not participated in the England Sum-
mer Clerkship Program before will join
the seven British law firms that hired
Law School students last summer, ac-
cording to Birch. She added that the
number of students who compete for
the British clerkships increases each
year, evidence of the program's growing
popularity on both sides of the Atlantic.
Firms new to the England Summer
Clerkship Program this year are Michael
Freeman & Co., London; Martin Smith
& Co., Borehamwood; and the London
firm of Pickering Kenyon.
Lillie Turgot will clerk for Charles,
Russell, Williams & James, in London
and Cheltenham. Lisa Cavender will
clerk for the London firm of Compton
Carr. Brian Raley will work for Farrer
& Co., London, the Queen's Counsel.
Kristi Erickson will work for Fish-
burn Boxer in London. David Gappa
will work for Michael Freeman & Co.,
London. Craig Herrick will work for
Holman, Fenwick & Willan in London.
Richard Alembik and John Sumner will
work for the firm of Lawrence Graham
in London.
Neil Thom will work for Martin
Smith & Co. in Borehamwood.
Kirstin Birdseye will work for the Lon-
don firm of Pickering Kenyon.
Nullie Potitong, Chip Presten, Phil
Reiser, and Stephen Smith will work for
Rooks Rider, a London firm that partic-
ipated in the Summer England Clerk-
ship Program for the first time last year.
Anne Dupre To Accept
Supreme Court Clerkship
Anne Proffitt Dupre, the Law School's
1988 First Honor graduate, has accept-
ed a prestigious one-year clerkship with
U.S. Supreme Court Associate Justice
Harry A. Blackmun, the third UGA
law graduate to hold a Supreme Court
clerkship in the last five years.
"Clerkships on the nation's highest
court are very selective are actively com-
peted for by the nation's top law gradu-
ates," Dupre explained. "They provide
exceptional learning opportunities and I
am looking forward to working closely
The University of Georgia
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for a jurist of Mr. Blackmun's experi-
ence."
Dupre explained that only 35 Su-
preme Court clerkships are available
each year and commented, "I am espe-
cially proud that the law school at The
University of Georgia continues to be so
well represented at the Supreme Court
level:'
Dupre clerked for the Honorable J.
L. Edmondson, 11th U.S. District
Court of Appeals in Atlanta her first
year our of law school. While in law
school, Dupre compiled a 4.06 grade
point average and graduated summa
cum laude, first in a class of 196, in
May, 1988. Editor-in-Chief of the Geor-
gia Law Review, Dupre was also in-
ducted in the Order of the Coif, an
honor reserved for the top five percent
of each law school graduating class.
Dupre, who was featured in an April
28, 1989 profile in the Fulton County
Daily Report, is the fourth UGA law
graduate to clerk for the nation's high-
est court. She follows Benna Solomon, a
1978 graduate, who clerked for Justice
Byron White in 1980; Bruce Brown, a
1984 graduate, who clerked for former
Chief Justice Warren Burger in 1986;
and Glenn Darbyshire, also a 1984
graduate, who clerked for Justice Thur-
good Marshall in 1985.
A graduate of the University of
Rhode Island, Dupre is the daughter of
Mr. George H. Proffitt and the late
Elizabeth Gates Proffitt of Coventry, R.I.
Dupre and her husband, Bill, an insur-
ance claims adjustor, will move to
Washington in July.
Justices OSI Fights Clock
to Find Nazis
"Given time," said Bruce J. Einhorn,
deputy director for litigation for the
U.S. Justice Department office charged
with tracking down Nazi war criminals,
"finding the guilty is not the problem.
The problem is beating the biological
clock:'
Einhorn's visit February 13 to the
School of Law
Law School was sponsored by the Jew-
ish Law Student Association and the
Society for International and Compara-
tive Law.
"We really have two choices," Ein-
horn said. "We can do nothing, or we
can do the best we can. So, we do the
best we can:'
Einhorn explained that the Justice
Department's Office of Special Investi-
gations (OS!) was created in 1979 to
investigate and to take appropriate ac-
tion against Nazi persecutors residing in
the United States.
"The OSI is not winding down. It
will end because the biological clock is
In Memoriam
Albert B. Jones, 1917-1989
Maj. Gen. Albert B. Jones (U.S.A.,
ret.) died March 18, 1989, at the age
of 72.
A former University of Georgia ad-
ministrator and military leader, Jones
was also an adjunct assistant professor of
law who occasionally taught at the
School of Law while serving in various
administrative posts on campus, until
his retirement in 1985.
Albert B. Saye, 1912-1989
Dr. Albert Berry Saye (LL.B., 1957),
an authority on constitutional law and
Georgia history, died March 29, 1989,
at the age of 76.
Saye, Richard B. Russell Professor of
Political Science Emeritus, taught politi-
cal science at The University of Georgia
for 44 years until his retirement in
1979. He occasionally taught classes at
the School of Law during his tenure at
UGA.
Thomas E Green, 1903-1988
As reported in the Fall 1988 issue of
the Georgia Advocate, Thomas Fitzger-
ald Green, Alumni Foundation Distin-
guished Professor of Law Emeritus, died
November 4, 1988, at the age of 85.
The Fall 1988 issue of the Georgia Law
Review (Vol. 23, No.1) was dedicated
to Professor Green.
ticking. But we are not winding down
in the sense that we are now simply
working off our old cases. In fact, our
old cases are yielding new cases.
"There hasn't been a week that's
gone by in the last six to eight months
that we haven't opened an investiga-
tion."
The OSI helped extradite "Ivan the
Terrible" John Demjanjuk and others to
face trial for Nazi war crimes. OSI also
began investigation of Kurt Waldheim,
leading to his being placed on the
Watchlist of persons ineligible to enter
the United States because of alleged
Nazi background.
Lucille Epps, 1901-1988
Lucille Epps, longtime secretary of the
School of Law, died December 26,
1988, at the age of 87.
Secretary to Law School Dean Alton
Hosch for 16 years, from 1948 until
her retirement in 1964, Miss Epps
served as the unofficial and official com-
munications hub for faculty and stu-
dents (many former students and
faculty will remember that the only
telephone in the school was in her of-
fice!), and handled duties of registrar.
A native of Athens, Miss Epps began
her 43 years of employment at The
University of Georgia in 1921 as secre-
tary to the Georgia High School Ac-
crediting Commission, a statewide
inspection program based at UGA's
College of Education.
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R. Perry Sentell, Jr., Herman E. Tal-
madge Professor of Law, was honored
by resolution this spring by both houses
of the Georgia legislature in recognition
of his 25 years teaching first-year
torts. Following is the full tongue-in-
cheek text of Senate Resolution 242
and House Resolution 374:
H.R. No. 374
By: Representatives Poston of the
2nd, Walker of the 115th,
Murphy of the 18th, Holland
of the 136th, Groover of the
99th and others.
S.R. No. 242
By: Senators Taylor of the 12th,
Barnes of the 33rd, Howard of
the 42nd and others.
A RESOLUTION
Commending Professor R. Perry Sentell,
Jr.; and for other purposes.
WHEREAS, "just the other day" it
was brought to the attention of this
body that a native son of the City of
Pinehurst has reached a momentous
milestone in his candescent career as a
premier and profoundly proficient pro-
fessor of law which heretofore has been
unrecognized, uncommended, and unre-
marked upon by this body; and
WHEREAS, with a collective sigh
and a downcast glance, it is only appro-
priate for the members of this body to
reflect that "Aw gee," that "hardly
seems fair," because the personal efforts
of this renowned legal scholar and com-
mentator are directly responsible for im-
partation of knowledge with respect to
all torts of sorts, including, but not lim-
ited to: the log theory of tort study, the
flour child of tort law; inference with a
vengeance; the quandary of concurrent
causation; the fact that a Barlow is not
just any knife but is a work of art; the
fact that the remainder of tort law is
but a footnote to the Lemule Shaw
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Show; the Half-Nelson Approach; skin-
ning the cat of the complete defense
rule of contributory negligence; famous
judicial pronouncements to the effect
that "the timorous may stay at home;"
how to identify the cries of the dying
donkey; tragic tales of helpless or inat-
tentive plaintiffs coming to grief; how
to do the caveat shuille; the Mark Spitz
of tort law; the risk rule rationale; the
predictable results of Yale commercial
lawyers handling tort case; why one
should never take the train to Rocka-
way Beach; "Stingy Bengy;" the Long
Island Railroad Sensitivity Test; the
pied piper doctrine; why sandpiles are
not like newsstands but are like swim-
ming pools; how properly to pinpoint
potential pecuniary profit; the HARE
and the TORToise; the Sunburst theory;
the Molitor cocktail; the Spareribs the-
ory; the Peg theory; the Manure theory;
the Tortured Turk and the Ode to
Vicky; the defamacast; the Gold Dust
Twins; and the ultimate implement of
destruction (and suicide), the hammer;
and
WHEREAS, this potently paper-pro-
lific professor has admirably assisted in
the assiduous addressing of quizzical
queries ranging from quintessential to
quirky to quixotic which helps lawyers
retain no little role to play in the legal
system and helps keep law professors
from falling victim to vagrancy; and
WHEREAS, his ardent askings have
dynamically disclosed that, statutorily
speaking, "what could never be never
has been, and what never has been nev-
er has been - even though it was,"
thus assuredly reconfirming the adage
that the easier the question, the harder
the question; and
WHEREAS, his luminous, lucid, leg-
islative lucubrations have favored with
fervor the titillating tales of how a for-
tuneteller is like a gasoline station; the
Grand Conspiracy; the Whispering
Campaign; the Ides of June; the lyrical
limerick "I won't say yes, I won't say
no, maybe it'll snow. It makes sNOw
difference;" the two-pronged test of per-
tinency; why the fox remarked "of ne-
cessity I have come to the chicken
coop;" the Humpty Harangue; and, last
but not least, the identity of Tubal
Cain; and
WHEREAS, of all his properly pro-
pitious pronouncements with respect to
state legislatures, the two which come
most readily to mind and which stand
out from all the rest are that "the mira-
cle is not that they function poorly, but
that they function at all" and that "the
miracle is not that they perform poorly,
but that they perform at all;" and
WHEREAS, this legendary lustrous
luminary has been accurately and apod-
ictically accused of packing the mem-
bership of this body with his former
students whose stalwart and steadfast
stamina successfully saw to their surviv-
al of his courses on torts, municipal cor-
porations, and legislative government;
and
WHEREAS, "but for" the exem-
plary efforts of this incomparable indi-
vidual, countless attorneys in this state
would be unable to respond correctly,
immediately, and efficiently to the ques-
tion "Colonel, can you help me?;" and
WHEREAS, it is only fitting and
proper that the wisdom of someone's
observation that "the more things
change, the more they tend to remain
the same" be questioned and contro-
verted so that at least one thing will
not remain the same and that this body
The University of Georgia
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The Georgia Supreme Court heard a full calendar of oral arguments at the Law School's
Hatton Lovejoy Courtroom, February 20, the third time the justices have traveled to Athens.
The court travels periodically to the state's four ABA-accredited law schools so that students
will have an opportunity ro witness oral arguments.
Among the five cases heard by the court was D.O, T. Vi, the City of Atlanta, et at" in
which the D,Q.T. challenged DeKalb Superior Court Judge Clarence E Seeliger's order en-
joining the condemnation of land for the Presidential Parkway and ordered mediation in the
dispute.
implement immediate corrective meas-
ures to overturn its oversight and omis-
sion and recognize the remarkable
reputation of the heretofore unresolved
and uncommended entity hereinabove
described.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RE-
SOLVED BY THE SENATE that the
members of this body, most especially
those members who are Sentell Scholars,
honor R. Perry Sentell, Jr., Talmadge
Professor of Law of the University of
Georgia School of Law, on the occasion
of his twenty-fifth year of "riding tall in
the saddle" as a teacher of torts in the
"grand manner," warmly recognize him
for his two and one-half decades of un-
paralleled and unexcelled commitment
and singular contributions to the ad-
vancement of legal education in this
state, and heartily commend him for his
exemplary efforts to ensure the une-
qualed quality of instruction received by
his students in the areas of torts munici-
pal corporations, and legislative govern-
ment.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that
the Secretary of the Senate is authorized
and directed to transmit an appropriate





For two days in May, experts on inter-
national trade convened at the School of
Law, participants in a conference titled
"Prospects for Multilateral Agreement
on Services and Intellectual Property:
The Trade Act of 1988 and GATT
MTN's," co-sponsored by several law
school groups.
The conference, held May 17-18 in
Athens, brought information and ideas
about services and intellectual property
agreements from an international per-
spective to the legal and business com-
munity in Georgia and the Southeast.
"The conference focussed on the
progress made in the GATT (general
School of Law
agreement on tariffs and trade) negotia-
tions on the liberalization of trade in
services and the increased protection of
patents, trademarks and copyrights," ex-
plained third-year law student SCOtt
Birdwell, president of one of the confer-
ence's sponsoring organizations, the
Georgia Society of International and
Comparative Law.
"The GATT negotiations have ap-
proached their mid-point and the 1988
U,S. Trade Act and the U.S.-Canadian
Free Trade Agreement are firmly in
place," he said.
The conference at the Law School at-
tracted speakers from among high offi-
cials of GATT, distinguished
representatives of certain trading part-
ners of the U.S., U.s.. government ex-
perts, and practitioners who are experts
in the field of international trade.
Dr, Louis B. Sohn, Woodruff Profes-
sor of International Law and current
president of the American Society of In-
ternational Law, moderated a panel dis-
cussion assessing the general structute
and perceived thrust of the U.S. 1988
Trade and Competitiveness Act and
other related topics.
Dr. Gabriel M. Wilner, Thomas M.
Kirbo Professor of Law, moderated one
session which dealt primarily with intel-
lectual property, the negotiations for
stronger protection of patents, trade-
marks and copyrights in the context of
international trade, and another address-
ing the liberaliation of services in the
MTN's (multilteral trade negotiations).
The keynote speaker for the confer-
ence Friday evening dinner was U.S.
Representative Ed Jenkins (Georgia).
Conference sponsors included two in-
ternationallaw student groups (the
Georgia Society of International and
Comparative Law and the Georgia Jour-
nal of International and Comparative
Law), the Dean Rusk Center for Inter-
national and Comparative Law, the Sec-
tion of International Law and Practice
of the American Bar Association, the
International Law Section of the State
Bar of Georgia, and the Institute of
Continuing Legal Education in Georgia.
The conference was further supported
by a corporate donation made by the
Atlanta international law firm of Powell,
Goldstein, Frazer & Mutphy.
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"International Day"
at Law School
European international trade experc Ed-
mond Volker discussed "The Coming of
the 1992 European Common Market
and Its Impact on U.S.-European Trade
Relations", April 14, during the Law
School's "International Day" observance.
International Day was co-sponsored
by two law student groups, the Georgia
Society of International and Compara-
tive Law and the Georgia Journal of In-
ternational and Comparfltive Law,
according to Gabriel M. Wilner, direc-
tor of the graduate legal studies pro-
gram at the School of Law and
coordinator of the event.
Volker is director of the Europa Insti-
tute at the University of Amsterdam,
the Netherlands. Frans de Pauw, profes-
sor of international law and former dean
of the Free University of Brussels also
participated in International Day activi-
ties.
Koen Lenaerts, professor of private
international law at the Catholic Univer-
sity in Leuven, Belgium, spoke on "The
Emerging Constitution of the European
Economic Communities" at the Georgia
Society's banquet. Lenaercs is currently
visiting professor of law at Harvard
University.
Wilner said that International Day
reflects the excellent reputation the Law
School has earned in the field of inter-
national law on both sides of the Atlan-
tic.
In addition to participation in aca-
demic exchange programs with universi-
ties in Belgium, France, and England,
the Law School has been associated with
the three-week Brussels Seminar on the
Law and Institutions of the Economic
Communities since 1974, and has pub-
lished the prestigious Georgia Journal of






Debate on legal issues related to the en-
vironment of our endangered planet
opened the first annual environmental
law conference at the School of Law,
April 7-8.
"The Red Clay Conference: Environ-
mental Law in the Public Interest" was
sponsored by the Law School and the
school's Environmental Law Association.
Conference speakers discussed the en-
vironment from legal, ecological, ethical,
and conservational perspectives, accord-
ing to Lucy Phillips, a 1989 law school
graduate and president of the school's
Environmental Law Association during
1988-89.
"This conference gave lawyers, law
students, and non-lawyers an opportuni-
ty to learn more about environmental
issues and to meet other people who
share an interest in the environment,"
Phillips said.
Officials of the Sierra Club, the Na-
tional Wildlife Federation, the Georgia
Conservancy, the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, and private practi-
tioners in the field of environmental law
and environmental ethics parcicipated in
the conference.
Dr. Eugene P. Odom, internationally
recognized ecologist, winner of the Roy-
al Swedish Academy of Science's presti-
gious Crafoord Prize, and director
emeritus of the UGA Institute of Eco-
logy, joined other environmental experts
to chair conference sessions and discus-
sIOns.
Dr. Wyatt Anderson, professor of ge-
netics and member of the National
Academy of Sciences; Dr. Ron Pulliam,
current director of the Institute of Eco-
logy; Bill Futrell, president of the Envi-
ronmental Law Institute in Washington,
D.C.; and John Bonine, director of the
Western Natural Resources Law Clinic
at the University of Oregon School of
Law, were also speakers at the confer-
ence.
Topics discussed included wetland,
wildlife, and land preservation; protec-
tion of the marine environment, envi-
ronmental concerns in real estate
transactions, and recycling and energy
conservation.
More specifically law-related work-
shops scheduled included international
issues in environmental law, several envi-
ronmental litigation workshops, job
prospects in environmental law, ethics in




A Hit with Students
Attorneys for glamorous clients in the
entertainment industry recently ex-
plained to U.Ga. law students that all
that glitters in not gold in the music
business-unless it's written in the con-
tract.
Four entertainment lawyers from Los
Angeles, New York, and Atlanta con-
ducted a mock recording coneract nego-
tiation session in April for the benefit of
students in one of the Law School's
newest courses, Entertainment Law
OUR 557).
Instructor Bertis Downs, who himself
has long represented the local rock band
"R.E.M.," enrolled 45 second- and
third-year students in the elective law
course, offered for the first time spring
semester 1989.
"Some of my students are performers
who are going to law school to learn
more about the legal side of their busi-
ness. Some students want to be enter-
tainment lawyers, and some were simply
curious and wanted an interesting elec-
tive course."
According to Downs, the legal work
involved in contract negotiation in the
entertainment industry has become so
complex in the past 20 years that enter-
tainment lawyers are in great demand,
especially in California and New York.
"For example, an aspect of agreement
covered in only 10 lines in the 1970
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contract between Allman Brothers Band
guitarist Dicky Betts and his recording
company, Capricorn Records/Warner
Bros., now requires six pages," he said.
"And," he added, "having this mock
negotiation helped students grasp cer-
tain complexities of the overall process.
Students supplemented case book learn-
ing by watching practicing attorneys ne-
gotiate a 'real life' contract.
"Just reading about a client's case in
a textbook is fine," Downs said, "but
seeing what goes into a recording con-
tract from both sides of the table-
dealing with royalties, advances, creative
controls and so forth-makes the law
seem more real."
During the special three-hour, two-
session class, the "Sell-Outs," an imagi-
nary rock 'n roll band, was represented
by Martin E. Silfen and Jeanne A.
Glasser. Silfen and Glasser are the name
partners of a New York City entertain-
ment law firm that has represented the
Bee Gees, RSO Records, Aerosmith,
and many music, theater and television
performers. Silfen and Glasser are also
co-authors of Law and Business in the
Entertainment Industry, the textbook
used for the Entertainment Law class at
U.Ga.
"Megaton Records," the "Sell-Outs'"
fictitious record company, was represent-
ed by Richard D. Streiker, senior direc-
tor of business and legal affairs for
Warner Bros. Records in Los Angeles;
and Russell D. Carter, an entertainment
lawyer with the Atlanta firm of Carter
& Williams and 1980 law graduate of
The University of Georgia.
Carlson named to
CALI Board
Ronald 1. Carlson, John Byrd Martin
Professor of Law, was named to the
board of directors of the Center for
Computer-Assisted Legal Instruction
(CALI) at the organization's January
1989 meeting in New Orleans.
The center, based in Minneapolis,
School of Law
provides a library of testing software to
its subscribers. Program topics, ranging
from labor law to arbitration, are set up
to run on IBM PCs and compatible PCs.
"One of the newest innovations in le-
gal education is the use of the computer
to teach, and particularly to test, law
students," Carlson explained, adding
that CALI pioneered the use of comput-
er-based exercises for effective learning.
More than 20,000 law students in
law schools around the country are us-
ing CALI programs.
Carlson wrote a program on rules of
evidence governing expert testimony in
1984, authored the update which sent
to subscribers in July 1988.
Brandon Oren Wins Prize
from Federal Bar, Carlson
Honored
Brandon Austin Oren, a 1989 law
school graduate, was recently named the
Federal Bar Association Law Day Awar-
dee. Oren received a plaque and a
$500 award from the Atlanta chapter of
the FBA in recognition of the support
given the association's activities by Ron-
ald M. Carlson, John Byrd Martin Pro-
fessor of Law.
Carlson, who was moderator and
speaker at the FBA's earlier Federal
Practice Seminar at Callaway Gardens,
nominated third-year student Oren for
the award. Carlson and Oren attended a
recognition luncheon at the Omni in
Atlanta, May 4, when the award was
made.
Oren joined the Macon law firm of
Jones, Cork, and Miller after graduation
and plans to specialize in medical mal-
practice work. While a law student, Or-
en was vice-chairman of the Mock Trial
Board, a Pupil in the Joseph Henry
Lumpkin Inn of Court during 1988-89,
and was a member of the ABA Mock
Trial Team.
A 1986 graduate of Bob Jones Uni-
versity, Oren is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jon Oren of Sarasota, Fla.
(I-r) Cynthia Coleman, ABA team student
coach; Jennifer Adair; William Collins;
moot court faculty advisor Jere Morehead;
Dean Ron Ellington.
ABA Moot Court Team
in National Finals
For the second time in two years, the
University of Georgia Law School will
be represented in the final rounds of the
ABA-sponsored National Appellate Ad-
vocacy Competition.
The team of second-year students
Jennifer Adair and William Collins fin-
ished in second place in the 14-school
southeastern regional competition in Ft.
Lauderdale in March to win a spot in
the national finals in Washington in
August.
"Georgia was the only law school in
the regional meet to advance both its
teams into the semifinal rounds," said
Jere W. Morehead, moot court faculty
advisor. Adair and Collins won prelimi-
nary rounds, defeated Nova University
in quarterfinal competition, and bested
the University of Florida in semifinal
rounds. In the championship round,
Adair and Collins fell to a team from
Stetson University in a split 2-1 decision.
UGA's other ABA team, composed
of Kellie Casey and William Ray, also
won preliminary rounds and defeated
Mercer University in quarterfinal com-
petition, only to lose a Stetson Universi-
ty team in another split 2-1 decision in
semifinal rounds.
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(seated, I-r) J. R. Hanks, Greg Daniels, Harry Austin. (standing, I-r) Mike Daley, moot
court advisor Jere Morehead, student coach Ed Broussard, Dean Ron Ellington, and Mike
Childers.
(front to back) Eric Miller, Andrew Aus-
band, Rob Leverett, moot court faculty ad-
visor Jere Morehead, Dean Ron Ellington.
National Moot Court Team
Finishes Eighth in New York
A team of three third-year law students
from The University of Georgia finished
in the nation's top eight in final rounds
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of the 39th Annual Moot Court Com-
petition in January in New York.
Georgia's 1988-89 National Moot
Court Team, composed of Andrew Aus-
band, Rob Leverett, and Eric Miller, is
the third consecutive UGA National
team to advance to the New York fi-
nals. "Only three other law schools in
the nation can make the same claim,"
said Jere Morehead, moot court faculty
advisor.
The UGA team successfully argued
three preliminary rounds to advance to
the final eight of the 27 regional school
winners who entered the national final
rounds. After losing by a narrow mar-
gin to a team from the College of Wil-
liam and Mary, ultimate winners of the
national title, the Georgia team did not
advance further.
The team won the right to compete
in the finals of the nation's oldest and
most prestigious moot court competition
by winning the Region V competition
in Atlanta in November. Morehead also
explained that Georgia's National Moot
Court teams have advanced from the
10-school regional competition to the
New York national finals for an unprec-
edented three consecutive years. He
added that Georgia has gone to New
York seven of the last nine years.
Jessup Teams Memorial
Places Fifth in World
A brief prepared by UGA's Philip C.
Jessup International Law Moot Court
Team, which won Best Brief Award in
southeastern regional competition in
February, has placed fifth in Hardy C.
Dillard Memorial Competition in world
competition in Chicago in April.
The brief was entered in the Dillard
Competition because of its standing in
the regional competition, explained Jere
W. Morehead, moot court faculty ad-
visor. "Georgia has now won the Best
Brief Award in regional competition
back-to-back in 1988 and in 1989," he
said.
The Jessup team's memorial placed
ahead of entries from the Ruprecht-
Karls-Universistat Heidelberg (Federal
Republic of Germany) (6th place), the
University of Virginia (12th place), and
the University of Texas (13th place).
The team's Dillard memorial will be
one of the world's top six to be pub-
lished in the jessup Compendium. The
memorial also qualifies for the Baxter
Award competition. The winner of the
Baxter Award will be announced at the
end of the summer and is in recognition
of the top five applicant and top five re-
spondent memorials in the world.
The UGA team also finished third
out of the 12 participating law school
teams in oral rounds in the regional
competition, arguing both sides of a hy-
pothetical case involving diplomatic im-
munity and the seizure of funds.
Members of the 1989 Jessup Interna-
tional Moot Court Team are Harry
Austin, Michael Childers, Michael Dal-
ey, Greg Daniels, and J.R. Hanks. Stu-
dent coach is Ed Broussard.
Andrews Wins
Tax Law Award
Mote W. Andrews III, a 1989 graduate
of the School of Law, won the 1989
The University of Georgia
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Georgia Federal Tax Conference Award,
sponsored each year by the Georgia
Federal Tax Conference in recognition of
excellence in the study of tax law.
The honor and cash award was pre-
sented to Andrews at a luncheon June 1
during the Ninth Georgia Federal Tax
Program in Atlanta.
While in law school, Andrews also
won the Milton Ratner Scholarship and
received an academic prize for achieve-
ment in the study of torts. He worked
•. during the summers of 1987 and 1988
with the Atlanta law firm of Elrod and
Thompson.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Mote
W. Andrews, Jr., of Columbus, Ga.
Andrews and his wife Jennifer are par-
ents of an infant son, Mote W. An-
drews IV
The Law School hosted a reception for representatives of several African nations who visited
The University of Georgia, April 11, under the auspices of the International Visitor Program
of the U.S. Information Agency. Law students met with representatives of the .nation.s of.Ben-
in, Burundi, Cameroon, Comoros, the Congo, the Ivory Coast, Kenya, MalaWI, Mali, Niger,
Nigeria, Sierra Leone, South Africa, Tanzania, and Zaire who visited the campus on a tour
to study "Formulation of U.S. Foreign Policies."
Sigmund Cohn Scholarship
A scholarship fund honoring Professor
Emeritus Sigmund A. Cohn was recent-
ly initiated through a gift by a former
student, Mary A. McCravey.
A corporate law student under Pro-
fessor Cohn, McCravey earned her law
degree here in 1948. Upon graduation,
she joined the legal staff of the Georgia-
Pacific Corp. She went on to become
Corporate Secretary and then Vice-Presi-
dent of Georgia-Pacific when it was
headquartered in Portland, Ore.
McCravey is now retired from Geor-
gia-Pacific and lives in Portland where
she has served as chairman of the Uni-
versity of Portland Board of Regents.
The Sigmund Cohn Scholarship was
created through her gift of stock and a
matching two-for-one contribution by
Georgia -Pacific.
Dr. Cohn, who was 91 in June,
taught contracts, sales, conflict of law,
corporations and partnership law for 20
years before his retirement from the
School of Law in 1964.
School of Law
Address by D.T. Law's
Yarbrough Sponsored by
BLSA
Marilyn V Yarbrough, dean of the Uni-
versity of Tennessee College of Law,
warned the academic community that
"minorities may be moving backward,
particularly in education," in a public
address sponsored by the Law School's
Black Law Student Association, Febru-
ary 20.
"Minority college participation rates
have declined since 1975 and minority
college graduation rates have also drop-
ped. The American dream of a college ed-
ucation for all isn't a reality," she said.
Yarbrough said universities are a crit-
ical forum for the exchange of informa-
tion and ideas that promote minority
progress. "The university is a placed
where judgement is applied based upon
exhaustive consideration of all possible
evidence.
"Indeed, the university is the only in-
stitution in our society which under-
takes such activity as its fundamental
purpose," she said.
"Law schools are particularly effective
in bringing about social and legal
change."
Yarbrough, 42, assumed the dean-
ship of U.Ts law school in 1987, the
first black female to hold that position.
She came to Tennessee from the Univer-
sity of Kansas where she a professor of
law and Associate Vice Chancellor for
Research, Graduate Studies, and Public
Service.
Yarbrough is a 1973 law graduate of
the University of California-Los Angeles
School of Law, where she served as edi-
tor-in-chief of the Black Law Journal.
She received a B.A. in English from
Virginia State College and worked as a
systems engineer for IBM and the
Westinghouse Aerospace and Defense
Center before entering the study of law.
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UGA Wins Intrastate Moot
Court Title-Again
The University of Georgia School of
Law once again won state "bragging
rights" for student moot court programs
as a team of Law School students won
the Intrastate Moot Court championship
for an unprecedented fourth consecutive
year.
The Intrastate team, composed of
Mike Hofrichter, Meg Murphy, and
Greg Roberts, assisted by student coach
Mike Siegel, compiled a 5-1 record in
the annual competition, held at Mercer
University in April. The team also won
the Best Brief Award for the second
straight year.
Jere Morehead, moot court faculty
advisor, also noted that The University
of Georgia School of Law has won the
Intrastate Moot Court Competition six
times in the past seven years in compe-
tition against teams from Emory, Geor-
gia State, and Mercer.
The Intrastate Moot Court Competition
is sponsored each year by the Younger
Lawyers Section of the State Bar of
Georgia.
Tolley and Wells Honored
for Indigent Defense Work
Edward D. Tolley (J.D., 1975) and
Donald T. Wells, Jr. (J.D., 1981) were
recently awarded the 1989 Georgia As-
sociation of Criminal Defense Lawyers'
"Indigent Defense Award" for their
work in barring the execution of juve-
niles in Georgia.
Tolley is partner in the Athens firm
of Cook, Noell, Tolley, and Aldridge.
Wells is Assistant Director of the Law
School's Legal Aid Clinic.
Tolley has twice been awarded the
Association's highest honor for defense
work on behalf of the poor. This is
Wells's first nomination and award.
The awards were presented at St.
Simons Island.
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(l-r) Dean Ron Ellingron, Greg Rogers, Meg Murphy, student coach Mike Siegel, Mike
Hofrichter, and Jere Morehead, moot court faculty advisor.
White Plains, N.Y - Finding a former class-
mate can be just like looking for the proverbial
"needle in a haystack." But not anymore. Soon
an impressive directory of your alumni will be
available to help you locate your old friends.
A new University of Georgia School of Law
Alumni Directory, scheduled for release in
June-July 1990, will be the most up to date
and complete reference on more than 4,847
University of Georgia School of Law alumni
ever compiled. This comprehensive volume will
include current name, address, and phone
number, academic data, plus business informa-
tion (if applicable), bound into a classic, li-
brary-quality edition.
The Office of Alumni Programs has con-
tracted with the Bernard C. Harris Publishing
Co., Inc. to produce the University of Georgia
School of Law Alumni Directory. Harris will begin researching and compiling
the information to be printed in the Directory by mailing a questionnaire to
each alumnus. (If you prefer not to be listed in the Directory, please contact
the Alumni Programs Office in writing as soon as possible.)
Sometime during the summer, a representative of Harris Publishing will
telephone you to verify your listing to be included in the Directory. At the
same time, you will be given an opportunity to reserve a copy of the directory.
The number of directories printed is based on pre-publication orders.
The new University of Georgia School of Law Alumni Directory will soon
make finding a fellow alumnus as easy as opening a book. Look for more de-
tails on this project in future issues.
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(I-r) Srudenr coach Audrey Boone, Charles
Malone, moot court faculty advisor Jere
Morehead, Verda Andrews, and Dean Ron
Ellington.
Douglass Team One of
Nation's Top Four
Class Reunion News
The Class of 1963 held its 25th Reun-
ion December 1, 1988, at a dinner at
the Capital City Club, Brookhaven.
Class president Franklin Bloodworth
was coordinator of the event, assisted by
Alton Hopkins and John Talmadge.
The class members met for a reception
at the Bloodworth home before the re-
union dinner.
The Class of 1978 held its 10th Reun-
ion September 9-10, 1988, in Atlanta
and Athens. The group met for a cock-
tail buffet at the Ritz-Carlton, Buck-
head, on Friday evening. The next
morning they traveled by chartered bus
to Athens for a box lunch picnic and
social before the Georgia -TCU football
game. Henry Green, class president,
was coordinator for the reunion.
Reunions Planned for 1989
The Class of 1968 will meet September
15-16, 1989, with a dinner in Atlanta
on Friday and a box lunch picnic in
Athens on Saturday before the Georgia-
Baylor football game. Class members
who have not received a reunion notice
should contaa Bruce Kirwan of Atlanta.
The Class of 1983 will meet October
28, 1989, in Athens. Class members
will attend the Georgia-Kentucky foot-
ball game and meet for a dinner Satur-
day evening. Wade Herring is the
coordinator; planning committee mem-
bers are Tom Stoughton, Barry Gold,
and Greg Crochet. If you have not re-
ceived a reunion notice by mid-summer,
please notify the Law Alumni Programs
Office immediately of your current ad-
dress.
The Law School's Frederick Douglass
Moot Court team was recognized as one
of the nation's top four moot court
teams as they advanced to semifinal
rounds in national Douglass competition
in Miami in March.
The team, second-year students Verda
Andrews and Charles Malone, coached
by third-year student Audrey Boone,
advanced to Miami by winning the
southeastern regional competition in Co-
lumbia, S.c., two weeks earlier. The
Douglass Competition is sponsored each
year by the Black American Law Stu-
dents Association.
This year's Douglass team also won
awards for the Best Petitioner Brief in
the national contest and tied with
Georgetown University for Best Overall
Brief in the meet. Andrews was also
recognized as First Runner-Up for Best
Oralist in the national meet.
Georgia's law student team defeated
one student team from Georgetown
University and a team from Rutgers
University in preliminary rounds, but
was defeated in a close decision by a
second Georgetown team in semifinal
rounds. Georgetown was the eventual
winner of the competition.
School of Law
The Class of 1939 held its 50th Reunion, April 28, 1989, at the Serpentine Inn in Athens.
Two-thirds of the surviving class members able to attend. They are (front row, I-r): Orner
Franklin, William M. (Butch) Page, Harry Baxter, Colbert Hawkins, John Davis and Ed
Sell; (back row, l-r) William (Billy) Smith, Sol Singer, Herman Coolidge, George Tidwell,
James Barrow,Dean Covington, George Oliver and Charles Kirbo. Dean Covington and Ed
Sell were reunion coordinators.
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Milner S. Ball, Harmon W. Caldwell
Professor of Law, delivered a paper at a
symposium on the Constitution and Re-
ligion at Notre Dame Law School. He
also delivered a paper at a symposium
on Narrative and Law at the University
of Michigan Law School. He led an in-
terdisciplinary seminar at Sapelo Island
UGA Marine Institute. He was one of
the directors of a symposium on Public
Interest Law and Law held under the
sponsorship of the law schools of Boston
University, Yale, Harvard, and Colum-
bia which was held in New Hampshire.
He gave the Robert Cover Memorial
Study under the sponsorship of SALT at
the AALS meeting in New Orleans. He
chaired the Law and Humanities Section
of AALS and will deliver a paper to a
symposium on Pluralism and Commu-
nity at the University of Connecticut
Law School, celebrating the 350th anni-
versary of the Fundamental Orders.
J. Ralph Beaird, University Professor
of Law, continued to serve as a member
of the Accreditation Committee of the
Association of American Law Schools
through December, 1988. He continues
to serve as a member of the Athens-
Clarke County Commission on the Bi-
centennial of the United States Consti-
tution and participated in the October,
1988, Jefferson Seminar. He, along with
King and Spalding partner Lloyd Sut-
ter, presented a paper in December,
1988, entitled "Persuader Activity Un-
der the LMRDA" to a labor law group
in Atlanta. Beaird, along with Professor
Paul Kurtz, has been named to write a
history of the United States Court of
Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit. At its
meeting in February, 1989, the Univer-
sity System Board of Regents named
Beaird "Dean and University Professor
Emeritus." In March, 1989, he served
as a consultant to the Tennessee Board
of Bar Examiners to review the Univer-
sity of Tennessee Law School for accred-
itation purposes. He has continued as a
columnist on legal matters for the Ath-
ens Banner-Herald.
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Larry E. Blount, associate professor of
law, serves as faculty advisor to the
Black Law Students Association, Chris-
tian. Legal Society, and the Demostheni-
an Society. He is a member of the
UGA Self-Study Committee, Semester
System Study Committee, University
Council, Faculty Conference Committee,
Faculty Affairs Committee, Student Af-
fairs Committee and the Intercollegiate
Athletics Committee. He is a member
of the Law School Clinical Education
Committee, Student Performance Com-
mittee, Special Committee to Study
Student Recruitment, Appointments
Committee and Promotion and Tenure
Committee. He is a member of the
Athens Community Classic Center Au-
thority, Athens Area Chamber of Com-
merce, Northeast Georgia Business
League, Hospice of Athens, NAACP,
Georgia Association of Minority Entre-
preneurs, Secretary of State Advisory
Committee, Georgia Development Au-
thority, and the Northeast Georgia
Quality Growth Task Force. He has a
contract with Clark Boardman, Ltd. for
Closely-Held Businesses-Organization
and Operation, and in process is his
"Recovery of Litigation Costs Under
Section 7430 of the Internal Revenue
Code."
Ronald L. Carlson, John Byrd Martin
Professor of Law, published a new law
school teaching text in April, Dynamics
of Trial Practice (with Imwinkelried),
part of West Publishing Company's
American Casebook Series. Professor
Carlson's new book marks the second
law school coursebook he has published
with West in recent years.
Articles recently published by Carlson
included "Competency and Professional-
ism in Modern Litigation: The Role of
the Law Schools" in 23 Georgia Law
Review (1989). Another law review ar-
ticle "Argument to the Jury: Passion,
Persuasion, and Legal Controls" ex-
panded upon remarks he had made ear-
lier as the Ader- Rosecan Distinguished
Lecturer at St. Louis University. His ar-
ticle on expert witness practice, titled
"Effective Objections to Adverse Expert
Witnesses," appeared in 36 Federal Bar
News & journal 32 (1989). Another ar-
ticle, titled "Getting a Grip on Ex-
perts," analyzes the way in which
experts supply courtroom opinions and
will be published in the summer edition
of the journal of the Section of Litigation
of the American Bar Association. Carl-
son published the February, 1989 sup-
plement to his book Criminal Law
Advocacy, a Matthew Bender publica-
tion.
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Speeches by Carlson included his de-
livery of the I. Goodman Cohen Lecture
at Wayne State University in Michigan.
His topic was: "Speaking Under Fire:
Dramatic Moments in Jury Advocacy,"
March 1989. He also addressed audi-
ences in Richmond, where he delivered
"The Law of Closing Argument," and
Knoxville where he was Distinguished
Visiting Lecturer at the University of
Tennessee College of Trial Advocacy.
Georgia speeches included "Evidentiary
issues in Criminal Law" presented at the
Savannah ICLE Conference on Federal
Criminal Practice and Procedure; "Ex-
perts Under Examination" presented at
the Atlanta ICLE Conference on Suc-
cessful Trial Practice; and "Tactical and
Ethical Evidentiary Considerations in
the Examination of Expert Witnesses"
presented at the Seventh Annual Federal
Practice Seminar of the Atlanta Chapter
of the Federal Bar Association. In May,
Professor Carlson spoke at the Annual
Spring Seminar of Georgia State Court
Judges held at St. Simons Island under
the auspices of the Institute of Continu-
ing Judicial Education.
Professor Carlson appeared in two In-
stitutes during the Spring of 1989. One
was held at the United States Court-
house as well as at the Attorney Gener-
al's Advocacy Institute in Washington,
D.C. This was the 8th Annual Federal
Practice Institute. Carlson is Dean of
the Institute. The Federal Practice Insti-
tute is sponsored by the Federal Litiga-
tion Section and the District of
Columbia chapter of the Federal Bar
Association. He also served on the fac-
ulty of the Spring 1989 Georgia Insti-
tute of Trial Advocacy.
Verner E Chaffin, Fuller E. Callaway
Professor of Law, spoke at the Toccoa
Chapter Daughters of the American
Revolution's George Washington Birth-
day Luncheon in February, 1989. He
delivered a paper at the 34th Estate
Planning Institute in Athens in Febru-
ary. He delivered a paper at the Probate
Judges' Spring Seminar in Athens in
April. He is the author of "A Tribute to
School of Law
Professor Thomas F. Green, Jr.," 31 Ga.
L. Rev. 1 (1989) and served as Arbitra-
tor in several labor-management griev-
ances.
Dan T. Coenen, assistant professor of
law, continued research work on several
projects, including an extensive article
on the market participant exemption to
the dormant commerce clause. His arti-
cle, "To Defer or Not to Defer: A
Study of the Federal Circuit Court De-
ference to District Court Rulings on
State Law," will appear in the forthcom-
ing issue of the Minnesota Law Review.
Coenen agreed to serve as faculty advis-
or to the newly-formed UGA chapter of
the Legal Support Network of Amnesty
International, and also continues to
serve as faculty secretary.
Dorinda Dallmeyer, Director of Re-
search, Rusk Center, chaired a panel at
the annual meeting of the American So-
ciety of International Law on the
U.S.S.R:s entry into the world economic
system. The panel was the subject of an
article in the Chicago Tribune. Also at
the meeting she judged two of the
semifinal rounds for the Philip Jessup
International Moot Court Competition.
In April she spoke on international en-
vironmental issues at the Red Clay Con-
ference sponsored by the UGA
Environmental Law Association. She
chaired a portion of the Rusk Center
conference "South Korea: Asia's Most
Dynamic Economy" held at the World
Trade Center in New Orleans. In Feb-
ruary she lectured on the Strategic De-
fense Initiative in the political science
course "War and Peace in the Nuclear
Age:'
She attended the annual spring meet-
ing of the ABA Section of International
Law and Practice in Washington, D.C.
in April. In conjunction with the sym-
posium on the future of liberalism,
which featured noted columnist Antho-
ny Lewis, she led a workshop in envi-
ronmental issues.
She continues her work as director of
the international program for the Inter-
University Consortium on Multiparty
Conflict. The Consortium, composed of
dispute resolution specialists from UGA,
Georgia Tech, and Georgia State, was
funded recently by the Hewlett Founda-
tion.
She recently completed two manu-
scripts-one on harmonizing U.S. and
Canadian Export controls under the
Free Trade Agreement and one develop-
ing a legal regime for the control of
cruise missiles, the latter published by
MIT's Program in Science and Technol-
ogy for International Security.
Samuel M. Davis, Associate Dean and
J. Alton Hosch Professor of Law, com-
pleted the manuscript for the 1989
Supplement to Rights of Juveniles: The
Juvenile Justice System, to be published
by Clark Boardman Company in June,
1989. He served as the Law School's
representative on the Faculty Advisory
Committee to the President of the Uni-
versity. He continued to serve as the
Law School liaison for the University
Self-Study in preparation for the Uni-
versity's reaccreditation in 1991. He
served as a member of the Advisory
Board for the Juvenile Court in Georgia
Video Project sponsored by the Carl
Vinson Institute of Government. He
continues to serve as the first vice-presi-
dent and member of the Board of Di-
rectors of the Northeast Georgia Girl
Scout Council. He presented remarks at
the Order of the Coif Induction Cere-
mony at the Law School in October
1988. He attended the mid-year meet-
ing of the State Bar of Georgia at the
Waverly Hotel in Atlanta in December
and attended the Class of 1963 Reun-
ion, also in Atlanta. He attended the
10th Reunion of the Class of 1978 at
the Ritz-Carlton Hotel in Atlanta in
September 1988. He chaired the Law
School's Martin E. Kilpatrick Chair
Search Committee. He chaired a com-
mittee composed of the Law School's
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senior chairholders to select a nominee
from the Law School faculty for the
1989 josiah Meigs Award. He attended
the Legislative Luncheon for graduates
of the Law School serving in state gov-
ernment and other guests in Atlanta in
February 1989. He is the author of an
OpEd article entitled "Execution of ju-
veniles: A Moral Dilemma," Atlanta
Constitution, April 26, 1989.
Bertis E. Downs, legal research and
writing instructor, participated in a
management/record company panel dis-
cussion at "South by Southwest: A Mu-
sic Business Seminar" in Austin, Texas
in March. He hosted several visits from
prominent entertainment lawyers in con-
junction with the new Entertainment
Law course: "Mock Negotiation of Re-
cording Agreement," Martin E. Silfen,
jeanne S. Glasser, Michael B. Stricker
and Russell D. Carter; "Legal Problems
in Presenting Fine Performers," William
D. Reid; and a "Roundtable on the
Role of the Entertainment Attorney,"
joel B. Katz, William S. Robinson, and
Scott Sanders.
C. Ronald Ellington, Dean and
Thomas R.R. Cobb Professor of Law, in
February hosted a luncheon for legisla-
tors and state officials in Atlanta, hosted
the Supreme Court of Georgia visit to
the Law School and spoke to the Au-
gusta Bar Association and Alumni Re-
ception and dinner. He hosted the
Annual Fund Campaign Class Agents
Meeting in Atlanta in March, and in
April attended the Inn of Court Meet-
ing in Atlanta, introduced Supreme
Court justice Antonin Scalia, Sibley
Lecturer, and hosted the Board of Visi-
tors 25th Anniversary Dinner.
He attended the ICjE Trustees Meet-
ing in Callaway Gardens, attended the
Law Review Banquet, Major Scholarship
Competition Dinner, Georgia journal!
Society Banquet, BLSA Banquet,
judged the Russell Moot Court Compe-
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tition Semifinals, hosted Robert Mac-
Crate, speaker for Law Day Weekend,
spoke to the Columbus Bar Association,
attended the Moot Court/ Mock Trial
Banquet and the Class of 1939 Reun-
ion in Athens in April.
In May he attended the Academic Is-
sues Workshop at the Georgia Center,
attended the judicial Procedure &
Administration Committee of the State
Bar of Georgia in Atlanta, Attended the
Eleventh Circuit judicial Conference in
New Orleans, introduced Senator
Wyche Fowler, Law School Commence-
ment ceremonies, attended the All An-
nual Meeting in Washington, D.C.
attended the AALS Committee on Li-
braries in Washington, D.C. , and
taught a short course on American Civil
Practice to members of the Brussels Bar
in Brussels, Belgium. In june he at-
tended the State Bar Annual meeting
and Alumni Breakfast in Savannah.
Fredrick \v. Huszagh, professor of
law, lectured on "Law Firm Productivity
through Automation" at Continuing Le-
gal Education seminars in Washington,
D.C. and Baltimore, Maryland. He pre-
sented a research paper on linkages be-
tween International Monetary Fund
Austerity Policies and Business Market-
ing Practices at the Second International
Conference on Marketing an develop-
ment at the Karl Marx University of
Economic Sciences in Budapest, Hunga-
ry. He was selected as co-guest editor of
a special issue of the International Mar-
keting Review published in London
which focuses on Marketing Strategies
in Changing Macroeconomic Environ-
ments.
Paul Kurtz, professor of law, published
an article (co-authored by Robert Ro-
binson) on the Uniform Status of Chil-
dren of Assisted Conception Act in the
Nova Law Review. He served as report-
er to the drafting committee of the Na-
tional Conference of Commissioners on
Uniform State Laws. The Act was
adopted by the Conference last summer
and by the American Bar Association at
its mid-year meeting in February. He
delivered a lecture on Grandparents'
Visitation Rights in Georgia to the 7th
Annual Family Law Institute sponsored
by the ICLE on St. Simons in May. He
began work on a second edition of his
family law casebook for Michie Compa-
ny and a history of the 11th Circuit
with former Dean Beaird. He attended
a drafting session of the Child Support
Enforcement Amendment Committee of
the Conference on Uniform State Laws
in his role as reporter for that group
which met in Dallas in january. He
continued his work as associate editor
and book review editor of the Family
Law Quarterly and wrote an annotated
bibliography in the Quarterly of all im-
portant family law articles published in
the past year. He was a guest lecture in
a Child and Family Development un-
dergraduate course on "The Law and
the Family in Georgia:'
He continued his work as chair of
the Executive Committee of the Univer-
sity Council, member of the Law School
Recruitment Committee and the Dean's
Policy Advisory Committee and pre-
pared a synopsis of an upcoming Su-
preme Court case for publication in
Preview, a publication of the American
Bar Association. The case involved the
divisibility of pension rights of a retired
serviceman in a divorce in California.
Jere \v. Morehead, adjunct assistant
professor of law and moot court faculty
advisor, recently published an article ti-
tled "Controlling Diversion-How Can
We Convert the Toshiba-Kongsberg
Controversy in a Victory for the West?"
in the Northwestern Journal of Interna-
tional Law and Business (Vol. 9, No.2,
Fall 1988).
L. Ray Patterson, Pope Brock Profes-
sor of Law, co-authored with Professor
Craig joyce of the University of Hous-
ton Law Center an article in the April,
1989 issue of U.CLA. Law Review,
"Monopolizing the Law; The Scope of
Copyright Protection For Law Reports
The University of Georgia
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and Statutory Codes," and revised his
casebook, "Legal Ethics: The Law of
Professional Responsibility," 36
U.C.L.A. Law Rev. 719 (989).
Walter Ray Phillips, Joseph Henry
Lumpkin Professor of Law, prepared
and presented an annual committee re-
port for the Consumer Bankruptcy
Committee of the Business Law Section
of the American Bar Association at the
Midwinter ABA Council Meeting in
Naples, Florida in January. He prepared
and presided over the Consumer Bank-
ruptcy Committee Meeting, Business
Law Section of the American Bar Asso-
ciation at the Section spring Meeting in
Houston, Texas in March. He continues
to serve as a member of the Publica-
tions Committee of the State Bar of
Georgia, a member of the Code of
Professional Responsibility Committee of
the State Bar of Georgia, as Pro Hac
Vice Municipal Judge, City of Athens,
and as a member of the 1990 Self-
Study Steering Committee for the Uni-
versity. He was appointed to serve as
chair of a special subcommittee to pro-
pose new voting requirements for ap-
pointments to law School faculty.
He sat as judge for moot court argu-
ments, served as "Best Brief Judge" for
the Russell Competition, and was select-
ed to be an expert witness in five new
malpractice cases in Atlanta, Mobile,
and Anchorage, Alaska and was inter-
viewed by the Atlanta Constitution re:
Eastern Airlines Bankruptcy in April.
His 1989 Supplement to Family Farmer
and Individual Adjustment of Debts,
was published by the Harrison Compa-
ny in June. His research includes 1989
Supplement to Liquidation, Harrison
Company, expected publication August,
1989; 1989 revision of Corporate Reor-
ganization, Legislation, History, Cases,
Comments and Questions, expected publi-
cation November, 1989; is preparing
materials for Southeastern Credit Union
School, August, 1989; and is preparing
materials on proposed legislative changes
needed in consumer bankruptcy for
ABA Annual Meeting in Honolulu.
School of Law
James E Ponsoldt, professor of law,
drafted "The Georgia Competitive Prac-
tices Act of 1989," introduced as H.B.
735 in the 1989 Legislative Session. He
published "Judicial Activities, Economic
Theory, and the Role of Summary
Judgment In Sherman Act Conspiracy
Cases: The Illogic of Matsushita," 33
The Antitrust Bulletin 575 (Fall, 1988),
and published "Competition and/or Ef-
ficiency: A Review of West German
Antimerger Law as a Model for the
Proposed Treatment of Efficiency Pro-
motion Under Section 7 of the Clayton
Act," 9 Northwestern Journal of Interna-
tional Law & Business 296 (Fall,
1988).
Thomas J. Schoenbaum, Rusk Pro-
fessor of Law and Dirctor of the Dean
Rusk Center for International and Com-
parative Law, was the co-organizer of a
conference held in Singapore, "The
Fifth Asian-American Conference on En-
vironemtnal Law" in February. He also
delivered a paper: "Cultural and Natu-
ral Area Preservation in the United
States." He traveled to Siena, Italy, to
arrange an exchange program between
the University of Siena and the Univer-
sity of Georgia. At the University of
Siena, he lectured on "Dispute Resolu-
tion: A Comparison between the Provi-
sions of hte Canada-U.S. Free Trade
Agreement and the GATT."
His book on Dean Rusk, Wlging
Peace and Wlr; Dean Rusk in the Tru-
man, Kennedy, and Johnson 'Years,was
very favorably reviewed by Ronald
Steele in The New Republic in a four-
page review on January 2, 1989. In
April 1989 he was an observer at the
University of Georgia conference on
East-West trade. His speech delivered in
Japan in 1987, "A Humble Proposal
for a Free Trade Agreement between
the United States and Japan," was pub-
lished by the 1988 Hokkaigakuen Law
Review.
As director of the Dean Rusk Center
he organized a conference on legal as-
pects of doing business with South Ko-
rea, "South Korea: Asia's Most
Dynamic Economy," in New Orleans,
April 20-21, 1989. The Rusk Center
also sponsored a minicourse, "U.K, and
E.E.C. Competition Law," taught by
Professor Rosa Greaves of Southampton
University.
Schoenbaum was quoted in the legal
section of The New York Times on April
7, 1989, regarding the legal aspects of
the Exxon oil spill in Alaska. He was
also quoated extensively by a daily legal
newspaper published in San Francisco,
The San Francisco Daily Law Journal.
He wrote an Op- Ed piece on the Exxon
oil spill at the request of the Austin,
Texas Herald Tribune.
He continued to work on several
book projects: Japanese International
Trade Law, with Mitsuo Matsushita of
Tokyo University, which is to be pub-
lished by the Tokyo University Press; a
second edition of Environmental Policy
Law, a casebook published by Founda-
tion Press; and a second edition of Ad-
miralty and Maritime Law, a casebook
published by West Publishing company.
In addition, his 160-page supplement
to his West Publishing Company Horn-
book, Admiralty and Maritime Law
was published in April.
He lectured on aspects of U.S. for-
eign policy to a State Department
group of African leaders in April and
submitted an editorial on Vietnam and
prospects for peace in Southeast Asia to
The Atlanta Journal and Constitution.
R. Perry Sentell, Jr., Herman E. Tal-
madge Professor of Law, authored Mis-
casting Mandamus in Georgia Local
Government Law an account of the eq-
uitable (extraordinary) writ of manda-
mus in the context of Georgia local
government law. Aside from tort, man-
damus is probably the most commonly
advanced action against Georgia local
governments and their officials. Yet, two
out of three of those actions probably
fail. The effort is to examine this phe-
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nomenon and illustrate its issues and
problems. The book was published in
February, 1989, by the Vinson Institute
of Government of the University of
Georgia.
He published the following articles:
"Local Government Law," 40 Mercer
Law Review 303 (988), the annual
survey article, published in March;
"Individual Liability in Georgia Local
Government Law: The Haunting Hiatus
of Hennessy," 40 Mercer Law Review
27 (1988), published in March; '''Mo-
tive' and 'Intent' in Statutory Interpres-
tation: Their Role in Georgia Local
Government Law," an article published
in the J anuary- February issue of Urban
Georgia Magazine; "Local Government
Exposure to Local Government Zoning,"
an article published in the May issue of
the Georgia State Bar journal and
"Towns and the Law in Georgia" a con-
tinuation of feature page in each
monthly issue of Urban Georgia Maga-
zzne.
He was the object of resolutions
passed by both the House of Represen-
tatives and the Senate during the regu-
lar session of the 1989 Georgia General
Assembly, commemorating his 25th
first-year class in Torts at the University
of Georgia Law School. He was the
subject of an article, "Tantalizers of the
Mind," in the Winter, 1989 issue of the
Georgia Alumni Record of the University
of Georgia. The article discusses five
university professors who have "unique
ways of involving students in the learn-
ing process," and incudes the Law
School's "Palsgraf Day Class" as one of
those examples.
He made the presentation address on
Law Day, 1989, at the University Law
School Association's award of its Alum-
ni Distinguished Service Scroll to Pro-
fessor Verner F. Chaffin of the law
faculty.
Professor Louis B. Sohn, Woodruff
Professor of International Law, in Janu-
ary attended an American Bar Associa-
tion Special Committee Meeting on
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World Order Under Law in Miami, and
took part in a Seminar on the Genocide
Convention at the Blaustein Institute in
New York.
In March Sohn attended the Execu-
tive Committee meeting and a meeting
of the Board for Review and Develop-
ment of the American Society of Inter-
national Law, held in Washington, D.C.
He also took part in the meeting of the
American Bar Association's Blue Ribbon
Committee on the International Court
of Justice held in Washington, D.C.
In April, Sohn presented a paper on
"The 1982 Law of the Sea Convention
and Its Effect on the Development of
Customary International Law" at a sem-
inar on the Law of the Sea in Washing-
ton, D.C., sponsored by the University
of Virginia Center for Ocean Law and
Policy; and presented several reports at
the Annual Spring Meeting of the Sec-
tion of International Law and Practice
of the American Bar Association in
Washington, D.C. Sohn also presided as
President over the annual meeting of
the American Society of International
Law in Chicago.
In the latter part of May, Sohn trav-
eled to China at the invitation of the
Legal System Working Committee of
the Chinese People's Congress Standing
Committee. Sohn was a Delegate of the
American Bar Association and lectured
on the settlement of international dis-
putes in Beijing, Xian, Shanghai, Guil-
in, and Guangzhou.
Sohn traveled to Nordwijk, Nether-
lands, in June to attend the 23rd An-
nual Conference of the Law of the Sea
Institute. The Conference dealt with im-
plementation of the Law of the Sea
Convention through international insti-
tutions and Sohn presented a paper on
the settlement of maritime disputes.
Recently published Volume V of the
University of Virginia Commentary of
the United Nations Convention on the
Law of the Sea contains Sohn's extensive
commentary on Part XV of that Con-
vention, dealing with settlement of dis-
putes. Together with Professor Rosenne
he also edited the rest of the volume
commenting on a variety of other provi-
sions of the Convention.
Richard V. Wellman, Robert Cotten
Alston Professor of Law, attended a two
and a half day meeting in Philadelphia
of the Joint Editorial Board for the Uni-
form Probate Code which is engaged in
framing amendments to selected provi-
sions of Uniform Probate Code Article
II covering Intestate Succession, Wills,
Spouse's elective Share and related sub-
stantive points. When ready, the pro-
posed amendments will be considered
by Uniform Law Commissioners, proba-
bly beginning with the annual meeting
in 1990.
In early March, Wellman attended a
meeting in Los Angeles of a Uniform
Law Commissioners project to revise and
extend Uniform Probate Code Article
VI, Non-Probate Transfers at Death. A
goal of the project is to encourage POD
and TOD registrations of investments
(an ownership form for investment secu-
rities designating a death beneficiary to
receive the registered property via the
registration process at death rather than
via the usual probate procedure). The
form is designed to serve consumer in-
terests in probate avoidance now com-
monly served by registrations showing
two owners holding as joint tenants. It
is discussed in the recent article in 21
Ga. L. Rev. No.4, p. 789. The project
is ready for final action by the Uniform
Law Commissioners in 1989.
Wellman served as American Associa-
tion of Law Schools representative on a
joint ABA-AALS team which inspected
New York University Law School dur-
ing a three-day visit in mid-April.
He represented the Law School in a
teacher exchange program with the Law
Department, University of Reading,
Reading, England, in June. He will be
Visiting Professor of Law, University of
Illinois, Campaign-Urbana for the Fall
Term, and then will be Visiting Profes-
sor of Law, University of Hawaii, for
the Spring Term, 1989-90.
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